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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
This report sets out how the design and planning team responsible for the draft 
Development Guide Plan (DGP) have interpreted and applied the WAPC endorsed 
“Methodologies” in regard to the landscape and visual assessments and analysis of this 
location.  
 
Throughout the planning and design process, various studies have been an integral to the 
progress to a draft Development Guide Plan. The draft DGP has benefited from 
collaborations and critical comment from many leading planning and design professionals 
and refinement and amendment arising from stakeholder and community consultation. 
 
To ensure compliance with the “methodologies” this report clarifies the work undertaken, 
placing it within the framework required by the methodologies and sets out the 
contributions made to the process and cross references to other supporting reports.  
 
The purpose of the methodology is to define a study process to be undertaken to: 

• assess the aesthetic values of Location 413 Smiths Beach and its setting; 

• define management objectives, standards, for future management of these values; 

• provide guidelines that will help provide a framework for the development design and that 
will contribute to the identification of a developable area for the site. 

Primary policy guidance is provided through SPP No2, the Environment and Natural Resources 
Statement of Planning Policy No.2 (WAPC June 2003). This broad policy paper states that 
planning strategies, schemes and decision making should identify high value landscapes, 
consider the capacity of the landscape to accommodate change and consider the need for a 
landscape assessment for changes that may have a significant impact on sensitive landscapes. 
Refer SPP No 2 Section 5.9 Landscape.  
 
Refer to Appendix 7. Statement of Planning Policy No 2 Section 5.9 
 
 
 
Within the context of SPP No 2, Location 413 is subject to additional policy guidance as the area 
constitutes parts of an area valued for its natural beauty. It is recognized that this location 
provides the visitor with experiences of a landscape that has local and regional significance. 
Reflecting this, a specific policy framework exists to protect these values. The Leeuwin Naturalist 
Ridge Statement of Planning Policy (SPP) No 6.1, prepared under the Section 5AA of the Town 
Planning and Development Act 1928 forms the main instrument. The key aspects of this policy on 
the subject land are; 
 

• It identifies the subject land as a Tourist Node 
• It identifies the site as being within a Travel Route Corridor and an area within Natural 

Landscape Significance 
• The developable portion of the Smiths Beach Location 413 is described as being within 

a; 
o Development Investigation Area 
o National Park Influence Area 
o Principle Ridge Protection Area, for the Western portion of the land. 

 
In this context the Leeuwin Naturaliste Ridge Statement of Planning Policy (LNRSPP) 
Statements and Land Use Strategies and the LNRSPP Vision and Overall objectives set out to; 
 
Conserve and enhance the special benefits arising from the landscape elements that form the 
fabric of the region. 
Respect and conserve its outstanding natural and cultural heritage and environmental values. 
Cater for population growth consistent with the objectives of the LNRSPP and provide a range of 
settlement options located to enhance the economic, social and environmental functions while 
promoting high quality and innovation in urban design and built form. 
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Protect agricultural land for its economic, landscape, tourism and social values. 
Encourage a mix of compatible land uses while separating conflicting land uses. 
Foster a sense of community and creativity for the benefit of all residents and visitors for future 
generations. 
 
Location 413 is part of an important and valued landscape that attracts growing numbers of 
visitors. The subject land is situated at the south end of the large sweeping bay containing Smiths 
Beach. The site forms the southernmost headland of the Smiths Beach bay situated below the 
primary ridge line and enclosed on its east side by a secondary ridge on which the road to the 
beach and existing settlement is situated. The site is well vegetated with low granite heath 
dominating the western portion and low woodland the rest.  The subject site and its immediate 
contextual landscape is not pristine. It has been modified by dwelling and road construction, car 
parks, electrical infrastructure, land clearing, fencing, beach access structures and lookouts. The 
existing settlement of Smiths Beach, comprising a dense group of holiday units, caravan and 
camping park, is located adjacent the north east boundary.  
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1.1 STUDY PROCESS 
The study process is described in steps and these are explained briefly, however aspects of the 
steps were not always undertaken consecutively. Some steps overlapped and some aspects 
were protracted due to the iterative resolution through design and site planning of issues raised 
by stakeholders and in addressing issues arising from the methodologies.  
 
 
2.0 PART ONE — ASSESSMENT OF VALUES 
 
STEP A – ESTABLISH A KNOWLEDGE BASE (INVENTORY)  
 
The first step was completed as follows: 
 
i) A literature review 
A literature review has been undertaken to compare methodologies, establish assessment 
criteria and to provide data relevant to the assessment.  The consultant team also was able to 
have comment, review and input from leading landscape practitioners who contributed to debate 
and technical techniques. Where possible documents referred to in section 3 of the Methodology 
were reviewed and in addition guidance prepared by authoritative organisations such as the UK 
Department of Environment Transport and the Regions (DETR) and the UK Landscape Institute 
and the Institute of Environmental Assessment were reviewed.  The DETR, Guidance on a New 
Approach to Appraisal (1998) and Environmental Assessment – A Good Practice Guide (1995) 
outlines the requirements for the content of Landscape and Visual Assessments. The UK 
Landscape Institute and the Institute of Environmental Assessment jointly published Guidelines 
for Landscape and Visual Assessment (2002).   
 
It is evident from the literature review that the various methodologies and techniques pursue the 
task of eliminating or defining subjective issues and values in the study. All aim to understand 
those elements that combine to create an aesthetic that is valued, identifying the key 
geographical features that make up the landscape. Techniques of evaluation rely on an 
understanding of where changes within the landscape may be seen from so the identification of 
important views and the definition of the “zone of visual impact” or “seen area” forms a primary 
tool.  
 
The WAPC Methodologies (Appendix 1 The Combined Methodologies), are quite specific but 
lead toward what not to do in the area without addressing what should be done, they are prone to 
take a negative approach to development issues as they have  been formulated to minimise 
perceived change in the landscape. As the value and importance of the site to the community is 
obvious and recognised, best available tools aiding thorough technical analysis were utilised 
including the use of sophisticated computer modelling of the site, its surrounding landscape and 
potential development scenarios.  
 
 
ii) Key Stakeholder Consultation 
 
Key stakeholders including the Shire of Busselton and community groups were consulted to 
identify key issues, to gather information relevant to the assessment, and inform them of the 
process. The consultation involved local businesses, community groups, local residents, the 
Shire of Busselton, surfing clubs and other interested parties. One hundred and nine one–on-one 
meetings have been conducted from May 2003 to July 2005. These meetings included the 
establishment of the Smiths Beach Reference Group in July 2003 which has met 6 times since 
providing critical input into the project planning. In addition presentations were conducted with the 
Smiths Beach Action Group, local schools, the Cape Naturaliste Tourism Association Board, the 
Wardan Aboriginal Cultural Centre, Naturaliste Volunteer Sea Rescue and the Yallingup Land 
Conservation District Committee.   
 
This comprehensive community consultation programme engaged stakeholders in the process 
and assessed existing information related to peoples’ perception and attitudes to the study area. 
Issues and perceptions of the site were identified and expressed at facilitated workshops and 
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meetings managed by consultants, Creating Communities, Smiths Beach Project, Community 
Consultation 2003-2006, Creating Communities Australia Pty Ltd. Feb 2006.  
 
No clear community consensus has been obtained on the visual issue across the range of 
community groups and parties engaged. Perception is subjective, although extracting key 
information from the consultation process suggested the following important landscape qualities 
needed to be considered: 
• The pristine beach 
• The ridge landscape 
• The natural environment 
• Views from all directions  
• The view from Torpedo Rocks  (especially highly valued) 
• The built form and scale to blend with the natural environment. 
  
Reference Section 4, Section 5.3 Section 6.1, Smiths Beach Project, Community Consultation 
2003-2006, Creating Communities Australia Pty Ltd. Feb 2006. 
Appendix 5. Community Consultation Report Disk. 
 
Within the consultation process, workshops considered the landscape effects of development 
and obtained guidance as to how development might be accommodated within the landscape 
using community preference diagrams. 
 
Refer to Figure 1. Examples of preference diagrams. 
 
It is evident from the summary of public submissions relating to a previous development proposal 
for the area (Shire of Busselton 2001) and from the consultation process that “the people’s” 
perception and attitudes to this site is one of great value and the need to protect its intrinsic 
character. As any development within the location will affect the existing character, the potential 
prominence of development within the landscape is of primary concern to the general community. 
As the various draft design responses to the site have been discussed, there has been an 
increase in the amount of people engaged in the process that believe that development is 
reasonable if; 

• it does not break ridgelines when viewed from key locations 
• it did not present prominent straight line features such as roads running up the landform 
• density of development to be focussed to the lower area of the site 
• it retained a heavily vegetated character across the site 
• located denser development close to existing development 
• development generally contained within the natural “amphitheatre” landform 
• it was not suburban in character 

 
The consultation process allowed many detailed aspects of the development that are landscape 
and visual issues to be addressed, modifying and amending preliminary design responses to site 
conditions and community expectation throughout the consultation process. 
 
iii) Data Collection 
 
Data relevant to the assessment was collected from the Department of Land Information, new 
terrain and feature survey information was produced by consultant surveyors McMullen Nolan, 
reports of related work reviewed, and comprehensive field survey was undertaken by members of 
the consultant planning and design team. In addition supplementary field surveys were 
undertaken on numerous occasions to validate aspects of the visual appraisal and landscape 
analysis; 
 
Base mapping information was prepared with thematic layers. Computer modelling was used to 
enable a comprehensive analysis of features and In addition records of mapped information were 
made  including: 
 
 

4
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• Landform; See fig 2 and 5 
• Vegetation, remnant, structure, species; see fig 4 and 5 (detailed species is presented in 

Strategic Environmental Assessment (EPA Assessment No. 1597) Volume 1: ATA 
Environmental) 

• Water features; Gunyagulup brook on computer layer 
• Roads and tracks network and class; see fig 3 
• Settlement areas and buildings; see fig 4 
• General tenure. Computer cadastre layer  

 
Computer modeling is based upon topographic data provided by surveyors, McMullen Nolan. The 
immediate area of location 413, Smiths Beach has 2m interval contours, elsewhere the 
contextual topography has 5m intervals. Datum used is AMG zone 50/AHD. 
 
This data was used to construct a three-dimensional computer terrain model. This model was 
used to fully understand the landform and topographic features and to evaluate the visual effects 
of proposed development within the broader landscape. The model prepared for the proposed 
Smith’s Beach developments is based on a 3D Interactive suite of visualisation software called 
SKYLINE. The SKYLINE interactive environment is created by fusing (overlaying) aerial imagery 
and terrain elevation data and other 3D / 2D information sources including GIS layers.  
 
In addition to an accurate technical model of the project, a detailed supplementary computer 
model was created including vegetation, lighting conditions and elements such as tents and 
vehicles. This model utilised the data of the original but enabled post development condtions to 
be appraised including the ameliorating effects of existiong and proposed vegetation.  
 
Refer to Appendix 4. Statement of Accuracy. 
 
The aerial imagery for the actual site and immediate surrounds was based on new, purpose flown 
aerial photography at 1:4000 scale taken in April 2004 and the imagery for the remainder of the 
model external to the site was based on the 1:25000 scale series of aerial photographs taken in 
2002 and sourced from DLI (Department of Land Information). 
 
The terrain model (DEM) used for the model covering the actual site and immediate surrounds 
was based on new mapping to 0.5metre contour standard using the 2004 1:4000 scale 
photography with full ground control. In the location 413 the height accuracy of survey is to 
plus/minus half the contour interval (0.25m). The DEM for the balance of the model external to 
the site was based on the 5m contour series mapping available from DLI and again accurate to 
plus/minus half the contour interval (2.5m). In addition a terrain model was constructed with 
AutoCAD and Autodesk Map 5 to supplement and check aspects of study.  
 
Creating Communities, Mc Mullen Nolan surveyors, Malcolm Mckay consultant designer, Roberts 
Day Group consultant planners, ATA environmental consultants, John Cleary Planning, Michael 
Swift and Associates Town Planners and EPCAD consultant landscape architects, assembled 
the “Knowledge Base”.  
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STEP B – CLASSIFY THE AREA INTO LANDSCAPE CHARACTER UNITS 
 
The data from Step A was used with extensive site survey to identify broad landscape 
characteristics, classifying them into character units and sub-units. The area of study for 
classifications was determined by defining a zone of visual influence (ZVI) with a computer model 
enabling comprehensive analysis of intervisibility of the site from all areas. Zones of Visual 
Influence (ZVI) were used as a technique for visibility mapping. The ZVI was created by computer 
generation of the site based on topography without vegetation. Areas within the ZVI were then 
considered as pertinent to the study. This produced a set of character units based on landform 
and topographic features, vegetation texture and stature, and water characteristics, land tenure, 
remnant vegetation and existing land use activities.   
Refer to Figure 4. Land Use Character Units 
 
In assessing local site conditions a detailed appraisal of landscape character zones was 
undertaken by site inspection and cross reference to aerial photography within an area defined 
by ZVI study. The more detailed appraisal addressed the site and areas in the immediate vicinity 
of the subject site. Using the criteria above, twelve sub-units were identified. 
Refer to Figure 6. Site Contextual Landscape Character Units 
 
1 Sweeping Bay:  defined rocky bay enclosed by a shallow convex landform with little evidence of 
human activity.    
 
2 Craggy Rocky Coast, steep sided: Rugged steep granite rock cliffs and rock groups exposed to 
the prevailing south westerly winds. Low vegetation where present. 
 
3 Exposed Rocky Headland: Very exposed and rugged point with the sea crashing into low rock 
groups. 
 
4 Broad Shallow Sloping Rocky Coast: Foreshore of rock debris, and rock pools with some 
granite heath vegetation established on the higher ground. The area is less exposed than the 
coast on the west side of the headland and has a sense of enclosure. 
 
5 Sweeping Semi-Natural Beach: Long sandy broad beach. Human recreation activity and signs 
of activity. 
 
6 Dunal Coast: Steeply rising high sand dunes with one primary dune being the dominant 
topographic feature. Significant signs of human activity including car parking, fencing, electrical 
poles, dune access ways, signage and structures. 
 
7 Settlement: Intensive cluster of two storey buildings, caravan park and camp site. Development 
prominent in the local environment. 
 
8 Narrow Valley: Narrow valley with meandering stream cutting through dunes. Not very visible 
from publicly accessible areas.  
 
9/10 Broad convex hill, natural and semi natural: Large topographic feature with lower steep 
slopes grading to higher rounded landform, heavily vegetated with little signs of human activity. 
 
11 Settlement influence:  Broad open hill side largely cleared of vegetation with very prominent 
chalet development. 
 
12 Settlement influenced:  Concave land form, rising steeply from existing development and 
clothed in vegetation. 
 
Having analysed the characteristics of the location, a fine grain assessment of site characteristics 
was undertaken, subdividing the subject land further into local character areas.   
 
Refer to Figure 7. Detailed Character Units 
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The site has numerous small character areas. These areas are experienced when walking 
around and through the site but may not necessarily be perceived from a distance. 
 
Primary Character Units 
The primary character units are those that are instrumental in creating the broad characteristics 
of the location and are described within the previous section as Site Contextual Landscape 
Character Units. They include; 
 
Sweeping Bay 
Craggy Rocky Coast,Steep Sided 
Exposed Rocky Headland 
Broad Shallow Sloping Rocky Coast 
Sweeping Semi-natural Beach 
Dunal Coast 
Narrow Valley 
Settlement Influence 
Urban  
 
Secondary Character Units 
The secondary character units are experienced at a very local level. 
 
Granite Heath: Area of low coarsely textured vegetation, sparse in areas, visually more prominent 
during spring flowering season. 
 
Transitional Granite Heath: An area that contains both low growing vegetation and higher 
specimens providing a different textural quality to that of adjacent heath or peppermint woodland. 
 
Disturbed areas: Tracks and cleared vegetation, at a local level creating “scars” in the landscape. 
 
Denuded Granite Heath, Regenerating: Low growing vegetation with occasional larger 
specimens, growing with open bare ground between groups of plants.  
 
Road: Enclosed linear space defined by adjacent taller vegetation creating narrow framed view of 
coast and ocean when looking north. 
 
Dense Canopy: Local stands of vegetation that is higher and visually more prominent than 
surroundings. 
 
Sparsely Vegetated Clearing: Open cell within other vegetation only perceived at very local level 
and generally hidden from view. 
 
Linear Roadway:  Highly Disturbed: Linear cleared space with overhanging peppermint trees, 
sandy track undulating across landform. 
 
Enclosed Melaleuca and Peppermint Woodland: Homogeneous vegetation creating one strong 
textural and colour element across the area. 
 

14
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STEP C – IDENTIFY SIGNIFICANT FEATURES 
 
The characteristics and features of the study area that were considered important to the 
experience and enjoyment of people were identified. The criteria used to categorise features as 
significant relate to the landscape character units’ natural, rural-use environments and settlement 
characteristics. The criteria were reviewed for relevance to the location and in accordance with 
the provisions of the methodologies, to cover the types of places identified as high value by the 
community and dismissing those that were not represented in the study area such as: 
• Avenue Vegetation – none in study area 
• Large dams with natural vegetation, including trees, on their edges – none in study area 
• Landmark Structures, Distinctive structures with high integrity design, unique in their setting 

and reflecting aspects of their setting – none in the study area.  
• Structures and/or settlement that have a high consistency in design vernacular between 

adjacent built forms or across settlement areas and high level of responsiveness to the 
natural environmental setting and a high level of visual interest, particularly at a detailed 
scale. 

 
The criteria are: 
 
Natural Characteristics 
 
Vegetation 
• Areas with distinctive variation or contrast in communities, structure or species; 
• Plants of impressive size, colour or form. 
 
The granite heath to the ridge flanks contrast in texture and seasonal colour to the general 
vegetation cover. The main colour of the heath land being a mid grey green created by the 
dominant vegetation associations of Kunzea ciliata and Hakea trifurcate, Kunzea ciliata and 
Melaleuca lanceolata, Dodonaea ceratocarpa and Pimelea ferruginea. Seasonal flowering of 
Pimelea provides pink tinge in spring. The vegetation in this area is low, generally between .5m 
and 1.5m in height. 
 
Localised groups of larger trees within the general low woodland vegetation cover can be 
distinguished. The dominant vegetation across the eastern half of the site is Agonis flexuosa 
forming a mid green, even canopy over the site. Banksia attenuata associates with the Agonis in 
the centre of the site but is not visually distinctive unless viewed at close distance. The larger 
groups of trees contain these species but also a group of Nuytsia floribunda that creates a vivid 
yellow punctuation in early summer. The vegetation in this area is low woodland, generally about 
3m in height. Localised stands grow in excess of 5.5m in height. 
 
Landform 
• High points and prominent ridge crests; 
• Steep slopes; 
• Pronounced gullies; 
• Features such as very flat plains or plateau, rock outcrops, cliffs, caves and sand formations.  
 
Prominent ridges are located to the east and west of the site. The ridges contain a generally 
concave sloping landform. The eastern ridge is not visually prominent when viewed from a distant 
as vegetation obscures it. The western ridge flanks are broad and not as steep as much of the 
adjacent areas. The lower slopes, especially on the eastern side flank contain reddish granite 
exposed at the surface. The foreshore land surrounding the subject land on the headland 
consists craggy granite and has many prominent eroded pillars and stacks of reddish and grey 
rock. 
 
Water 
• Major permanent or rocky, semi-permanent water features, rivers, estuaries, waterfalls. 
 
No water features are present on the site. Contextually, the ocean is the dominant feature in the 
area. North east of the site a stream winds through the dunes to the beach. 

15
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Coast  
• Indented shoreline, coves, short beaches with rock ends; and 
• Gently curved shoreline with steep natural slopes as a backdrop, beach or tidal zone. 
 
The coast that surrounds the site contains a number of significant features including, steep 
prominent dunes, craggy cliffs, sloping rock shelf (boulder field) and beach. Beach and dunes are 
made from white sand with some minor outcropping of light cream coloured limestone at the base 
of the primary dune. This contrasts with the reds and greys of the rock boulder field and rock 
formations around the headland to the north and west. 
 
Rural-Use Characteristics 
 
Texture 
• Areas with strongly textured patterns for at least half the year; 
 
No areas exhibiting this on the site. 
 
Spatial Definition 
• Areas where native vegetation creates a sense of spatial enclosure;  
• Edges of blocks of remnant vegetation adjacent to spatial definition areas; 
 
Native vegetation does not create a sense of spatial enclosure on the site. 
 
Vegetation 
• Features – plants of impressive size, colour or form. 
• Remnant or introduced planting of large trees in rows with consistent density and, where 

adjacent to roads, dominant trunks and canopies to road edges on both sides of the road. 
 
Localised stands of trees more prominent than the general vegetation cover were identified. No 
large trees in rows are dominant features of this site. 
 
Remnant Vegetation 
• Substantial area of paddock tree cover;  
• Continuous streamside vegetation strips with trees. 
 
None on or adjacent to the site. 
 
Water  
• Large dams with natural vegetation, including trees, on their edges. 
 
None on or adjacent to the site. 
 
 
Settlement Characteristics 
 
Vegetation 
• Indigenous vegetation of a similar height or scale to the built form which is visually extensive;  
• Features – plants of impressive size, colour or form. 
 
No vegetation matching these criteria on or adjacent to the site. 
 
Built Elements 
• Structures  
 
Redevelopment of the old settlement buildings is complete. Structures presently are dominant in 
the landscape through colour, scale and urban massing. Adjacent older development of three 
long, horizontal buildings are dominant in the landscape. 
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Local Experience 
• Settlements that provide a variation in view types;  
• Settlements that have good levels of dedicated pedestrian access. 
 
Settlement in this location does not demonstrate these characteristics. 
 
On the basis of the above criteria the visually significant features present on the site were 
identified and are described here. 
 
The ridge lines 
The western ridge line is a prominent feature viewed from many locations.  
The eastern ridge is an enclosing landform but in itself not prominent. 
 
Granite heath  
The granite heath has a distinct texture, displays seasonal colour and forms the flanks to the 
western ridge.  
 
Significant vegetation stands 
Localised groups of larger trees within the general vegetation cover can be distinguished due to 
seasonal colour, size and resultant textural difference.  
 
The elements identified by the consultant team, were interpreted and incorporated within the 
computer model. The mapping of key elements therefore became an effective tool for option 
review. Complying with the methodologies, mapping of this information into illustrative form was 
also completed. 
 
Refer to Figure 5. Landscape Significance. 

 Figure 8. Detailed Landscape Significance. 
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STEP D – IDENTIFY COMMUNITY USE 
 
An assessment of community use identified the type and degree of use of the area. This 
assessment was not empirical but based on consultation reports and observation of users when 
visiting the location. Specific local use areas and access routes, types of recreational use and 
route characteristics were appraised. The assessment included the classification of use areas 
(sensitivity levels) and distance zones from these areas, and combine to form sensitivity zones in 
compliance with the table in the Methodologies (Appendix 1, Sussex Location 413 Landscape 
Study Methodology Figure 2). 
 
Refer to Figure 3. Access & Localised Use Levels of Distance Zones 
Refer to Figure 4. Landscape Use Character Units 
 
The site itself has little or no activity but constitutes a key element of the landscape experience of 
users of the surrounding areas. The site has in the past been cleared and used for grazing but 
now has no prevailing community use or access. Parts of the site are used for informal 
unmanaged carparking and on occasion bus parking. Intrusions into the sensitive coastal heath 
by vehicles has degraded areas along the northern boundary. Car parking is low key although 
during the peak holiday season vehicle usage increases but no recorded figures are available. 
 
The primary use of the locality is for public recreation. Of this use, the beach and surf are a focus. 
The beach is recognised by the surfing community as being a good teaching beach. The beach 
itself is used for family recreation.  
 
The Cape to Cape walking trail is a major recreational trail bordering the site, running inside its 
boundaries on the western part. Users encounter the site in a number of ways, in close proximity 
along its northern boundary, within the site on the western side of the western ridgeline and as a 
component of the broader landscape when viewed from a distance on sections of the track 
between Torpedo Rocks and Canal Rocks.  
 
The existing track within the road reserve that forms the southern boundary of the site provides 
seasonal access to the Cape to Cape trail and a small cove. Small numbers of people are known 
to utilise this track for recreational purposes such as walking, fishing and possible swimming in 
the secluded cove at its western end. 
 
The Methodologies require that “sensory characteristics will be addressed primarily through the 
assessment of views…..” identifying key views to the site and analysing them. Extensive field 
survey has been undertaken by the consultant team to identify key views and visual issues. In 
addition the construction of a computer model “virtual environment” of the area enabled rapid 
verification and assessment checks of design and planning options or other detailed 
considerations. Visual qualities of the area have been extensively investigated, including peer 
group auditing of work and refinement and detailed analysis of particular areas.   Key views of 
were identified. View locations that are relevant to the assessment (including those identified by 
the community) include: 
 
• Torpedo Rocks carpark; 
• Canal Rocks area; 
• Smiths Beach – including specific locations; 
• Cape to Cape walking track; 
• Smiths Beach Road – opposite Chandlers; 
• Rotary lookout; 
• Smiths Beach headland carpark; 
• Lookouts on Canal Rocks Road; 
• Mount Duckworth; 
• Sugarloaf Rock; 
• Three Bears; and 
• Surf breaks (including Smiths Beach and Yallingup). 
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Detailed computer modelling from these key view locations and routes assessed the visibility of 
the site and to investigate whether and to what extent key views were affected by development 
using possible projected building heights. The computer model enabled comprehensive analysis 
and assessment form all areas not being restricted to those identified. The model allowed 
comprehensive analysis of intervisibility of the site from all areas. Zones of Visual Influence (ZVI) 
were used as a technique for visibility mapping. The computer model generates theoretical “line 
of sight” and “seen areas” by constructing infinite sectional arrays. Examples of sectional array 
locations and resultant ZVI definition are illustrated in Figure 10. 
 
Refer to Figure 9. Primary Views. 
Refer to Figure 10. Examples of Radial Arrays of Sections (defining Zones of Visual Influence). 
Refer to Appendix 6. Computer modeling Disk. 
Refer to Appendix 8. View Locations and Viewshed Illustration  
Refer to Appendix 9. Illustrative Detail Sections 
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STEP E – ASSESS THE WILDERNESS QUALITY OF THE AREA 
 
Wilderness quality was assessed in terms of ‘remoteness’ and bio-physical naturalness. 
‘Remoteness’ is determined based on distance from access routes, settlement and disturbed 
areas and bio-physical naturalness determined on remnant vegetation/cleared land mapping. 
This assessment may reflect people’s sense of remoteness, however, is a very subjective 
exercise. The landscape is a cultural construct and individuals have a very different perception of 
wilderness like values.  Awareness of human activity is a major contributing factor so visibility of 
areas of human influence has to be taken into consideration. Assessment was based on personal 
site appraisal tempered with determination of quality assessed on actual distances to human 
activity to ensure compliance with the methodologies and to inform the composite landscape 
map, the task has been completed. 
 
This exercise identified a number of “wilderness like” experiences although in all circumstances 
there is evidence of human activity including roads, tracks, views to settlements (including Smiths 
Beach and Yallingup),Individual dwellings, ancillary elements such as buoys, electricity or lighting 
poles.  
 
As no classified wilderness exists in the area, the term ‘Wilderness like’ was agreed with offices 
of the Department of Planning and Infrastructure as an appropriate term. 
    
Wilderness like experience  Zone 1: - High Quality 
Wilderness like zone 1 consists of an area within which the landscape experience is 
predominantly natural with little evidence of human made structures and influences on the 
landscape.  
 
Wilderness like experience Zone 2: - Quality 
Wilderness like zone 2 consists of predominantly natural, homogeneous areas with some 
evidence of human made structures and influences on the landscape. Distant and middle 
distance views of settlement, properties and roads are a component of the landscape when these 
areas are viewed.  
 
Wilderness like experience Zone 3: - Moderate Quality 
Areas that although within a natural setting have or are in close proximity to human activity or 
human made structures. 
 
Wilderness like experience Zone 4: - Low Quality 
Human made features and or activities are present at scales that are prominent in the local area.  
 
Refer to Figure 12. Wilderness Quality Zones. 
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STEP F – PREPARE A COMPOSITE LANDSCAPE CLASS MAP 
 
The primary outcomes of the study are combined into a Landscape Class Map to facilitate 
assessment and planning. To allow easy interpretation for the planning and design team, aspects 
of the mapping were included within the comprehensive computer model. Slope analysis, 
topographical information, ownership, vegetation were all utilised within the computer model. The 
composite map also includes areas of high value vegetation that is visually important such as 
localised stands of high canopy trees within other vegetation. 
 
Refer to Figure 13. Composite Landscape Class Map 
Refer to Figure 14. Detailed Composite Landscape Class Map 
 
By attributing a uniform grey scale tint to areas identified and overlaying these layers an 
illustration is produced that shows those areas that may be considered as less sensitive to 
development changing the visual environment. The composite illustration suggests areas that are 
less suitable for development than others by showing them as darker and more constrained. It 
does not however determine the precise developable area, as differing design and planning 
responses to constraints and opportunities change the area of development consideration. Such 
responses as building type, height, and the created landscapes are all elements that can affect 
the appropriateness of development to any given location.  
 
The landscape composite (figure 14) therefore illustrates an area that can be described as an 
area of development opportunity. Within this area there are differing constraints that any 
development has to address. In landscape and visual terms the primary constraints of vegetation 
type, topographic features and effects on adjacent landscape character areas, suggest an area 
that is considered to be an appropriate area for development. Such an area will still be subject to 
mitigation measures to ensure a design response that is compatible with the local environment. 
 
Refer to Figure 15. Development Opportunity Area. 
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PART TWO – MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES AND DEVELOPMENT GUIDELINES  
 
STEP G – DEFINE MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES FOR VISUAL AESTHETIC VALUES 
 
Objectives for the integration of the proposed development within the broader landscape were 
defined and used by the planning and design team, formulating guiding principles for the 
development response. 
 
As required by the methodologies, objectives were defined to address five key aspects;  
 
 Landscape Character;  
 
• Minimise adverse affects on existing valued landscape character  
• Protect from visual change, identified significant landscape features / views that are critical in 

the landscape character of the area. 
• Create a development with a distinctive local character that contributes to a new valued 

landscape. 
 
 
Significant features;  
• Retain the integrity of the Leeuwin Naturaliste ridgeline. 
• Protect the rocky headland, secondary western ridge and flanks, when viewed from the east 

and north east middle distance and long distance viewing locations. 
• Have regard to the value of Ridge backdrops when viewed from the coastline and Travel 

Route Corridors. 
• Retain significant vegetation and topographic features  
 
Access;  
• Provide enhanced public access to the location whilst minimising the potential for adverse 

affects on the environment they are seeking. 
• Create managed access to the beach and coastline. 
 
Views;  
• Produce opportunities for enhanced public views to areas of high scenic interest  
• Ensure that development is integrated within the landscape and is not detrimental to 

identified key views. 
 
To ensure that development is integrated within the landscape and is not detrimental to identified 
key views, the important elements in each key view were identified.  View management 
objectives then produced for each view. Ref Appendix 6 and 8 for illustration of views.  
 
• Torpedo Rocks carpark; 
Key landscape elements within view – Primary ridge and secondary ridge, rocky headland and 
flanks of secondary ridge at the headland, broad convex hills. 
View management objectives: 
Development not to breach primary or secondary ridges 
Development area to exclude headland and flanks when viewed from this location 
 
• Canal Rocks area; 
Key landscape elements within view – Ridgeline, craggy rocky coast steep sided, exposed rocky 
headland, granite heath flanks to ridge. 
 
View management objectives: 
Development not to breach primary or secondary ridges 
Development area to exclude headland and flanks when viewed from this location 
Development not to be visually evident 
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• Smiths Beach ; 
Key landscape elements within view – are dependant on the viewing point and direction of view. 
After considerable consultation with various stakeholders and debate within the consultant team it 
was acknowledged that the beach could be broadly split into two area one “settlement beach or 
town beach” and the natural beach. A transition point between the two areas was identified as 
being approximately at the end of Smiths beach Road. 
 
Key landscape elements within view from “natural beach” (east of transition point) – Ocean, 
primary ridgeline, secondary ridgeline to headland, exposed rocky headland and granite heath 
flanks to ridge.  
View management objectives:  
Development not to breach primary or secondary ridges 
Development area to exclude headland and flanks when viewed from this area 
Development not to utilize contrasting colours to those present in the landscape 
 
Key landscape elements within view from “settlement beach” (west of transition point) – Ocean, 
primary ridgeline, secondary ridgeline to headland, large dune, exposed rocky headland and 
granite heath flanks to ridge, buildings and road. 
View management objectives: 
At this close proximity, view objectives must be related to integration and mitigation as any built 
form would be in the foreground and screen or significantly change existing characteristics’. Refer 
Appendix 9. 
Development layout should be set back to accommodate public recreation foreshore space and 
interface planting. 
Development heights and massing should reflect the landform. 
Building form, colour and massing shall conform to mitigating design guidelines. 
 
• Cape to Cape walking track; 
Key landscape elements within view – the Cape to Cape walk is extensive within the Zone of 
Visual Influence and key landscape elements are dependant on the viewing point, distance to the 
subject site and direction of view. Broad management objectives are set for the range of 
experiences on the trail.  
 
View management objectives: Distant and middle distance views looking south toward the site. 
 
Development not to breach primary ridge.  
Development area to exclude headland and flanks when viewed from these locations. 
Ensure development colour, scale and texture is not prominent in the landscape. 
Building form, colour and massing shall conform to mitigating design guidelines. 
 
View management objectives: Foreground views looking south toward the site. 
 
Where development is in the foreground views of users on the trail, mitigation measures shall be 
incorporated. 
 
View management objectives: Distant and middle distance views looking north toward the site. 
Development not to be visible.  
 
View management objectives: Foreground views looking toward the site from trail on west side of 
headland (the ZVI study has identified a location where the site is visible). Ref. Appendix 8 for 
illustration of views and Appendix 9 for detail sections 
Minimise visibility through mitigation and integration measures including screening vegetation 
and building design guidelines. Ref. Appendix 8 for illustration of views. 
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• Smiths Beach Road – opposite Chandlers; 
Key landscape elements within view – existing trees along the edge of the road obscure most of 
the view looking west to the subject land however limited views are possible through less dense 
localised areas of vegetation.  
Key landscape elements within view – existing settlement buildings, road and electricity poles, 
the western secondary ridge and flanks forming the headland, the ocean and horizon. 
View management objectives: 
Create views into and across the site enabling awareness of landscape setting. 
Retain and reinforce vegetation screening of subject land. 
 
• Rotary lookout; 
Key landscape elements within view – 
Ocean and horizon, Craggy Rocky Coast, steep sided, Broad convex hills, natural and semi 
natural, Secondary ridgeline in the western part of the subject land and granite heath flanks, 
settlement (Yallingup), foreground blanketing vegetation.  
View management objectives: 
Development location and height must not break horizon.  
Development not to be visually evident 
 
• Smiths Beach headland carpark;  
Key landscape elements within view – The main views from this location are facing north through 
to east as these offer the panoramic views sought from this location. In this situation the subject 
land is not seen. Views to the south east toward the subject land consist of key elements 
including, granite heath flanks to ridge, existing settlement, large dune distant skyline and 
foreground disturbed areas. 
View management objectives: 
Development should not be prominent in the landscape. 
Minimise visibility through mitigation and integration measures including screening vegetation 
and building design guidelines. 
 
• Lookouts on Canal Rocks Road;  
Key landscape elements within view – the sweeping panoramic views obtainable from the look 
outs consist,  in the foreground, homogeneous vegetation, middle distance, existing settlement, 
prominent dune, sweeping bay, distant broad convex hill, natural and semi natural with lower 
steep slopes grading to higher rounded landform, heavily vegetated with little signs of human 
activity, settlement of Yallingup, ocean and horizon. 
View management objectives: 
Retain middle distance and distant view characteristics 
Minimise development effects on foreground through mitigation design measures. 
 
• Mount Duckworth; 
Key landscape elements within view – the far distant view from Mount Duckworth toward the 
subject land incorporates the site but the key elements in the broad panoramic view, primary 
ridge, secondary ridge, headland and flanks and general semi natural landscape dominate. 
View management objectives: 
Ensure development colour, scale and texture is not prominent in the landscape. 
 
• Three Bears;  
Key landscape elements within view – the far distant view from Mount Duckworth toward the 
subject land incorporates the site but the key elements in the broad panoramic view, primary 
ridge, secondary ridge, headland and flanks and general semi natural landscape dominate. 
View management objectives: 
Ensure development colour, scale and texture is not prominent in the landscape. 
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• Surf breaks (including Smiths Beach and Yallingup). 
 
Smiths Beach Surf break 
Key landscape elements within view: Ocean foreground, Primary and Secondary ridge, dune, 
settlement, headland and granite heath flanks. 
View management objectives: 
Development not to breach primary ridge. 
Development area to exclude headland and flanks when viewed from this location. 
Development heights and massing should reflect the landform. 
Building form, colour and massing shall conform to mitigating design guidelines. 
 
Yallingup Surf break 
Key landscape elements within view: Ocean foreground, Primary ridge, dune, existing settlement, 
Canal Rocks headland, secondary ridge headland and granite heath flanks. 
View management objectives: 
Development not to breach primary ridge. 
Development area to exclude headland and flanks when viewed from this location. 
Building form, colour and massing shall conform to mitigating design guidelines. 
 
 
Wilderness Quality. 
• Protect those areas with high wilderness quality 
• Locate and plan development to minimize visibility on wilderness like experience, Zone 1. 
 
These broad structuring objectives were used to develop guiding principles for any development 
to be integrated within the surrounding landscape.  
 

1 Development will not create strong lines, horizontally or vertically across the landscape. 
 Roads to meander and minimize long views except where required to allow access to a view (as from near 
“Chandlers’ on Smiths Beach Road across site).  
Avoid aligning roads and firebreaks with key sightlines.  
Development density or texture to feather out to the west and south 

 
2 Building heights and locations will not breach the ridges from middle distance and distant 

key view locations. 
Torpedo Rocks carpark, Canal Rocks,  Smiths Beach east of transition point, Cape to Cape walking track 
(excluding identified location west of ridge)  ;  Rotary lookout,  Mount Duckworth, Sugarloaf Rock, Three Bears;  

 
3 Development materials shall use local colours and materials 

 
4 Substantial vegetation corridors through the site shall be created  / retained 

Corridors shall visually link the site, existing development, and adjacent use areas with the natural area to the 
south.  Corridors to be identifiable from more distant view locations.  

 
5 Dominant built elements to be focused close to existing built elements. 

 
6 Minimise the intrusion of vehicles in the landscape 

 
These visual and landscape principles were modified with input from community consultation 
feedback to create the guiding principles within the DGP guiding principles and outlined as 
follows; 
• Create an urban form that enhances the hillside and a road network sensitive to the 

prominent location of the site 
• Create an urban form that enables buildings to be aligned with the contours 
• Provide a range of densities feathering development to the west and south 
• Use local features to enhance the sense of place 
• Position a village centre at the foot of the hill near the beach 
• Create green corridors to break up the development when viewed from the north. 
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STEP H —APPLY THE OBJECTIVES TO THE SITE 
 
This step has been undertaken by developing a comprehensive interactive computer model of 
the site enabling a series of options of notional development to be tested and assessed against 
the objectives. The objectives were applied to the site and a design framework developed for 
notional development options that were thoroughly tested against the objectives. In addition, 
options were presented and discussed within the community consultation process. 
 
• Typical elements of proposed development such as the units, tents and beach club were 

“constructed” within the computer model. 
• The site landform, slope and vegetation cover, were represented accurately within the model 

enabling development elements to be placed, moved and tested.  
• The resultant physical changes of the development elements were and can be seen in an 

interactive virtual environment that fully illustrates and demonstrates how objectives are met. 
Refer to Appendix  6. Computer Modeling Disk of model 

• The area visually affected by development on the site was assessed and further refined 
where thought necessary. In addition to the interactive computer a supplementary exercise 
was undertaken to verify model outcomes on a computer terrain model and this determined 
the theoretical Zone of Visual Influence (ZVI). 

• The likely appearance of notional development from visually affected areas was 
comprehensively assessed. The “state of the art” technology used replaced the normal 
photographs and renderings used in an assessment with accurate and realistic 
representations. 

• The implications of the objectives on any development of the site have reduced the potential 
development area on the site and restricted the height of development across the site. 
Refer to Figure 16. Zones for Landscape Integration 
 

• Development boundaries have been defined based on the values, objectives, and the 
implications of the objectives as defined in the above steps. Cross-sections and 3D modelling 
and rendering has been extensively used to establish appropriate boundaries, zones, 
densities and development types and illustrate layout options. Development boundaries have 
been based upon maximum building heights related to specific site locations. 
Refer Appendix 8 View locations and viewshed illustration 
Refer Appendix 9 Illustrative Detail Sections 

 
The draft DGP addresses the visual aesthetic values by responding to the objectives as follows: 

Landscape Character;  
• Minimise adverse affects on existing valued landscape character  
• Protect from visual change, identified significant landscape features / views that are critical in 

the landscape character of the area. 
• Create a development with a distinctive local character that contributes to a new valued 

landscape. 
The DGP proposes development that has a mass, scale, distribution and location arranged to 
minimise adverse affects on key views and significant landscape elements.  
The DGP proposes a development form that is compatible with the topography and sensitive to 
the prominent location of the site enabling buildings and road network to be aligned with the 
contours.  
The DGP uses local features to enhance the sense of place by assembling built form and 
landscape elements to create a development that creates a new landscape element that is 
accommodated within the receiving environment in a sympathetic manner. 
 
Significant features;  
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• Retain the integrity of the Leeuwin Naturaliste ridgeline. 
• Protect the rocky headland, secondary western ridge and flanks, when viewed from the east 

and north east middle distance and long distance viewing locations. 
• Have regard to the value of Ridge backdrops when viewed from the coastline and Travel 

Route Corridors. 
• Retain significant vegetation and topographic features  
 
The proposed area of development as depicted in the DGP, ensures that development does not 
breach the Leewin Naturaliste ridgeline.  
 
The DGP has been developed with detailed appraisal of where development can be viewed from 
and has arranged the elements of the development to be complimentary to the landform including 
secondary ridges to the east and west of the core development area. The potential for inter- 
visibility from the coastal track, beach and key locations, has been thoroughly investigated and 
the DGP modified to take into account contextual topography. 
 
The DGP through the layout and proposed levels, retains where practical identified significant 
vegetation. That is vegetation that is visually and ecologically valuable.  
 
Access;  
• Provide enhanced public access to the location whilst minimising the potential for adverse 

affects on the environment they are seeking. 
• Create managed access to the beach and coastline. 
 
The DGP proposes to reduce traffic on the foreshore road by providing alternative access 
arrangements and by converting a large proportion of the road into a pedestrian track. This 
minimizes the visual impact of vehicles in an area of visual sensitivity. 
The DGP incorporates pedestrian networks that reflects natural desire lines. 
The DGP incorporates an extensive network of pedestrian routes across the location including an 
enhanced coastal track, the management of visitors through informative, directional and 
interpretive signage, strategic fencing and formalised car parking.   
 
Views;  
• Ensure that development is integrated within the landscape and is not detrimental to 

identified key views. 
• Produce opportunities for enhanced public views to areas of high scenic interest  
 
The DGP utilized extensive analysis of the topography to ensure that when viewed from identified 
key locations, it was integrated within the broader landscape. The DGP provides for a range of 
development densities  and  feathers development to prevent conspicuous development edges 
being prominent features from key locations. This document presents view management 
objectives for each key view identified in the methodology. Appendix 6 illustrates how these 
objectives can be met. 
 
The DGP incorporates view corridors within the layout framing views. Areas of public open 
space, enhanced foreshore reserve and publicly accessible paths and roads all enable enhanced 
viewing locations within the site. 
 
Wilderness Quality. 
• Protect those areas with high wilderness quality 
 
The areas that users can experience a level of wilderness quality, have been protected from 
intervisibility with the proposed development by extensive topographic analysis and subsequent 
placing of development elements. Through the detailed intervisibility analysis a short section of 
the Cape to Cape coastal trail was identified as having views into the site from an area of high 
wilderness like quality. In this location any development of the site would be seen (existing 
buildings are observed and the whole site can be seen) and mitigation measures are required to 
reduce the changes in the landscape that a user of the trail will experience.  
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Proposed planting and retention of existing vegetation further aid integration, screening and 
separation where required to protect the experience 
 
The DGP sets out the context for undertaking further detailed design based on the work outlined 
above and constraints and opportunities stemming from the work outlined above. As part of the 
process, peer review of the concepts and draft DGP was undertaken. Comments received  were 
considered and addressed.  The draft DGP and the concept plan were modified to reflect 
comment, moving buildings, lowering levels, realigning roads and removing structures.  A 
detailed description can be found in Appendix 3. 
 
Refer  Appendix 2. J Cleary review comments 
  Appendix 3. Response to the issues raised by John Cleary 
  Appendix 9. Illustrative Detail Sections 
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STEP I – PREPARE DESIGN GUIDELINES 
 
Layout suggestions were produced for the site in the form of options, amendments and revisions. 
Guidelines focus on:  
• Developable area (or areas); 
• The layout (including density) of development within that area(s); and 
• The design of various development elements to minimise the impact on landscape values 

and meet the objectives. 
 
The Development Guide Plan, (DGP) sets out an approach to integrating the development within 
the receiving environment. It outlines the built form, distribution, style, materials, layout and new 
landscape that is considered an appropriate response to the constraints imposed on 
development in this location. It should also be acknowledged that the development can in itself 
contribute to the new landscape and the resultant aesthetic can be valued by those who 
experience it.  It is important that any development in this locality is of a high design quality and 
sites within the development area are not necessarily unacceptable just because they are visible. 
The DGP sets out the spatial framework for built form and landscape to compliment the 
landscape of the district.  
In addition Design Guidelines are prepared for the detailed architectural response to the site. The 
guidelines will be adopted by the Shire as a policy to guide design and the planning approval 
process for individual buildings and developments. The Design Guidelines are architectural 
guidelines that will supplement the DGP submission. They deal with detail and will be 
implemented by a Town Architect or Committee. The contents are; 
 
Statement of intent 
Application of the design guidelines 
Overall development character 
Development characteristics 
Illustrative examples 
Achieving the development characteristics 
Element 1: Building form and location 
Characteristics 
Requirements 
Element 2: Roof design 
Characteristics 
Requirements 
Element 3: Walls 
Characteristics 
Requirements 
Element 4: Openings 
Characteristics 
Requirements 
Element 5: Verandahs, balconies and decks 
Characteristics 
Requirements 
Element 6: Car parking and access 
Characteristics 
Requirements 
Element 7: Landscape and building curtilage 
Characteristics 
Requirements 
Element 8: Ancillary elements 
Characteristics 
Requirements 
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Element 9: Environmental responsiveness 
Characteristics 
Requirements 
Element 10: Fire hazard management 
Characteristics 
Requirements 
Element 11: Construction management 
Characteristics 
Requirements 
Element 12: Special building types 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 
 
The methodologies set out to provide a process of: 

• Assessing the aesthetic values of Location 413 Smiths Beach and its setting; 

• Defining management objectives, standards, for future management of these values; 

• Providing guidelines that will help provide a framework for the development design that 
will contribute to the identification of a developable area for the site. 

 

The individual tasks have been undertaken and the iterative design process has benefited from 
exhaustive study of development options that respond to the various criteria. In addition the 
process has utilised technology and in depth site assessment to further refine development 
responses to opportunities, constraints and stakeholder comment.  

The “composite landscape class map” is intended to aid the definition of boundaries for a 
development area. No analysis can define specific boundaries, as any area for development will 
be dependant on design and planning responses (for example height of buildings, colour layout 
variations all change the effects of development on the contextual landscape). The 
methodologies state that ”Development boundaries will be defined based on the values, 
objectives, and the implications of the objectives as defined in the above steps. Cross-sections 
and 3D modelling and rendering will be used to establish appropriate boundaries and illustrate 
any layout options”.  

Figure 15. Development Opportunity Area suggests that area of the site considered capable of 
development resulting from the methodologies. This diagram has been further developed taking 
regard of potential building heights, form and distribution and a plan identifying development 
constraints and locational guidance prepared. This plan shows a development area based upon 
any development within that area being restricted in height and adopting the design guidelines. 
Figure 16. Zones for Landscape Integration. 

The area for development that is considered has differing design responses to the potential 
effects of development including height restrictions on the buildings, a feathering of development 
density and proposed landscape integration measures.  

The visual appraisal of the site and visibility of development proposals was based primarily on 
existing topographic features and did not take into account the ameliorating effects of new 
planting and the detailed design of buildings. The DGP takes such mitigating elements into 
account.  

The work undertaken to date has identified an appropriate design and planning response that is 
capable of further refinement during the detailed design of development on the site. The detailed 
design will be guided by the Design Guidelines. 
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Appendix 1 
 
Methodologies formally endorsed Policy pursuant to Clause 103 and Schedule 
10 of the Planning Scheme.
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SMITHS BEACH METHODOLOGIES 
Sussex Location 413 Smiths Beach Road, Yallingup 

 
Sussex Location 413 is partially reserved for “Recreation” purposes and partially zoned 
“Tourist” in the Shire of Busselton Town Planning Scheme No. 20 (“Scheme”). The land 
is also partially included within “Additional Use No. 36” zone which enables residential 
development. 

Statement of Planning Policy 6.1 - Leeuwin Naturaliste Ridge identifies the land as a 
“Tourist Node”. 

The Scheme also includes the subject land within a Development Investigation Area. 
(DIA) Land within a DIA requires the preparation, adoption and endorsement of a 
comprehensive Development Guide Plan (DGP) as a guide to the future development of 
the land. 

In order to progress the orderly and proper planning of the site and to assist with the 
preparation of the DGP, the following Methodologies have been prepared: 

• landscape/visual; 

• environmental; 

• drainage; and 

• wastewater disposal 

The Methodologies are designed to: 

• form the basis for determining opportunities and constraints associated with the 
subject land; 

• assist in identifying the “developable area”; and 

• inform the content of the reports which will be prepared in association with a  
Development Guide Plan. 

The methodologies have been advertised by the Shire of Busselton and referred to all 
relevant Government agencies for comment. They have been refined to reflect the 
responses received from both the community and public sector agencies. 

Reports based on the Methodologies will be prepared which will both inform and 
address the Development Guide Plan prepared for the site. As requested by the Shire of 
Busselton, each Methodology has been formatted in a consistent manner with the 
purpose clearly outlined as follows: 

 
ENVIRONMENT 
To describe the extent of the environmental studies proposed to provide information 
relevant to the preparation of a development plan for Sussex Location 413. 

 
WASTEWATER COLLECTION AND EFFLUENT DISPOSAL 
To investigate, evaluate, report and recommend the most environmentally acceptable 
means of wastewater collection and effluent disposal system for a proposed 
development at Smiths Beach. 
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DRAINAGE 
To describe the process by which the various drainage parameters and outputs are 
calculated. 

  
LANDSCAPE 
To assess the aesthetic values of Location 413 Smiths Beach and it setting, define 
management objectives and standards for future management of these values and 
provide guidelines that will contribute to the identification of a developable area for the 
site. 

Council has adopted the Methodologies as a policy under the Scheme to provide 
guidance to the Council, Western Australian Planning Commission, other State Government 
Agencies, landowner and the community in relation to the matters that must be 
addressed prior to the adoption of a development guide plan for the land.  
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SUSSEX LOCATION 413 — LANDSCAPE STUDY METHODOLOGY 

 
1.0 PURPOSE 
  

The purpose of this methodology is to define a study process to be undertaken to: 

• assess the aesthetic values of Location 413 Smiths Beach and its setting; 

• define management objectives, standards, for future management of these 
values; 

• provide guidelines that will help provide a framework for the development design 
and that will contribute to the identification of a developable area for the site. 

  
2.0 DEFINITIONS 
  
3D Modelling is a technique, usually performed on a computer, where landform and 
objects are accurately and mathematically defined in three-dimensional space. This 
allows the reconstruction of views of these landform and objects from any location using 
a rendering process that applies textures to 3D forms to make them appear realistic. 

Area Visually Affected is all the area that is within the seen area of all the points within 
the 3D form of the development. 

Cross Sections depict an object or area with part of the object or area cut away to 
highlight the profile or shape at the plane that defines the cut. 

Evaluation is the process where assessment results are examined and used to make 
decisions about alternative futures, usually based on given standards. 

Impact Assessment is a process of determining how changes to the environment will 
affect landscape values. 

Landscape: refers to a person’s perception or image of an environment (ie it is a human 
construct). 

Landscape Class is a synthesis of assessment results that provides broad categories of 
landscapes usually based on differences in importance and management approach 
(Cleary 2001). 

Landscape Value is the value they attach to a place based on their perception of that 
place.  

Landscape Value and Visual Aesthetic Value are often used synonymously. 

Seen Area is a term used to describe the land surface that is potentially visible from a 
given point. 

Sensory Characteristics relate to the paths by which people receive environmental 
information (e.g. vision, hearing etc.). 

Values are measures of the importance people attach to things and typically stem from 
perception. 

Visual Absorption Capability describes or indexes an area’s ability to visually absorb or 
sustain change based on variables such as landform, vegetation pattern and height, and 
existing land use. 
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Visual Aesthetic Value refers to the visual aspects of aesthetic value. Aesthetic Value 
refers to personal appreciation and enjoyment of things (eg. objects, places, and 
processes). It can include beauty, functional and non-functional aspects of things, and 
does not necessarily include visual qualities. 

Visual characteristics: relate to information received through the visual sensory path and 
include the visibility and appearance of environmental features. 

  
3.0 LITERATURE REVIEW AND METHODOLOGY DEVELOPMENT 
Community Perceptions and Values 
Key sources for community sentiment includes the: 

• summary of public submissions relating to a previous development proposal for 
the area (Shire of Busselton 2001); and 

• results from consultation undertaken for the project by Creating  Communities 
(the method of consultation to be provided in the reports).   

Outcomes from these reports will be used to refine or validate assessment criteria. 

There is also large body of existing research that the opportunity to draw assumptions 
about aesthetic values (see reviews by Fabos and McGregor (1979), Ribe 1989, and 
Zube et al (1982). Much of this research focuses on visual aesthetic values and uses a 
psycho-physical approach to identify the relationships between environment 
characteristics and a person’s response. While it is recognised that other, non-visual 
aesthetic values often play an important role in people’s experience, the research 
relating to landscape values does not consider these to the same extent as visual 
values, partially due to the bias of legislative and policy requirements. 

As far as is known, there has been no formal psycho-physical community perception 
research relating to landscape values in the study area. Relevant research has been 
undertaken is the Shark Bay region (Cleary et al 1999). Although the research was 
limited in scope, it provides an indication of some aspects of community sentiment that 
are likely to be of importance in the Smiths Beach area. Key conclusions were that: 

• people regard visual aesthetic values as extremely important;  

•  there is little correlation between features regarded as important for visual 
aesthetic reasons and those having important biological values; 

• people may be more likely to recognize places of visual aesthetic value than 
those having important biological values; 

• people are more likely to regard places as important if they have first-hand 
experience of those places; 

• the attractions of an area are more likely to be visual aesthetic features than 
biological features; 

• higher levels of naturalness were more highly valued; 

• impacts that are detectable but below a visual magnitude may not be recognized 
by people and may not impact on their experience; and 

• water features are valued highly particularly if the water body is visually 
enclosed. 

Other key research (see Anderson et al 1976, Zube et al 1974, Williamson and 
Chalmers 1982) allows us to assume that visual aesthetic significance increases with 
increased:  
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• topographic ruggedness;  

• naturalism; 

• land use compatibility; 

• presence of water forms and extent of water area and edge; 

• presence of outstanding natural features; 

• legibility of features; 

• spatial definition;  

• sympathy in land use response to natural features; and 

• pattern and texture in rural uses. 

 

Project Assessment Process 
A number of landscape assessments have been undertaken in the region and are 
relevant to this study. These include: 

• landscape character type mapping of the region as part of a state-wide project 
(CALM 1994); 

• broadscale ‘visual resource’ mapping of the SW region (CALM), the western half 
of the Shire of Augusta-Margaret River (James 1992), the Leeuwin-Naturaliste 
National Park (CALM 1989), and the Cape Naturaliste area (DPUD); 

• landscape assessment of the region for the Leeuwin Naturaliste Ridge Planning 
Review (CALM 1997); and 

• project level assessments for Bunker Bay, ‘Ridgelands’, Wyadup, Injidup, 
Gnarabup/Prevelly Park and Hamelin Bay. 

These studies provide some insight into methodology as well as useful results. This 
current study employs similar key methodology components, such as assessment of 
landscape character, significant features, community use, and view characteristics.  It 
differs from them in its study area and level of detail and uses contemporary 
methodology refinements and techniques.  

 

 

Key documents, which contributed most in terms of methodology, included: 

• The Visual Management System (Williamson and Calder 1979). This was an 
early methodology that was introduced to Australia from the United States and 
formed the basis for a number ‘visual resource’ programs run by State 
Government agencies around the country, including the Department of 
Conservation and Land Management. Although considered obsolete by many 
contemporary practitioners, it provided many of the components that are still 
used in landscape assessment methodologies. 

• The Shark Bay World Heritage Property Landscape Study (Cleary et al 1999). 
This study provides a number of key methodology refinements, such as 
classification of land use character units, mapping of significance according to 
criteria, objectives related to types of value, explicit values that can be used for 
impact assessment and evaluation. It also includes a small perception study.  

Further discussion of methodology can be found in Ribe (1989) and will be included in 
the study report. 
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The study process to be used for Location 413 Smiths Beach is very similar to that used 
for the Gnarabup Beach Landscape Study and employs the most up to date 
components and techniques available. 

  

4.0 PLANNING CONTEXT 
The landscape study will be used by the landowner to guide the design of any 
development on the site. The outcomes of other studies (eg. environmental assessment) 
will also be integrated into this design process. The landscape study will provide a 
substantial part of the framework design. The environmental assessment will highlight 
any constraints related to environmental protection. Further site analysis that may be 
undertaken as part of the design process will help define the form of the development 
within the landscape assessment framework and environmental constraints. 

The landscape study will be undertaken by the landowner (or agent) and is a 
requirement of the responsible authority (the Council). The outcomes may be used by 
the Council, other agencies and the community, to evaluate any design proposals for the 
site. 

  
5.0 STUDY PROCESS 
The study process can be described in terms of a number of steps and these are 
explained briefly as follows. 

 
PART ONE — ASSESSMENT OF VALUES 
Step A - Establish a knowledge base (inventory)  
There are five parts to this initial step: 

i) A literature review will be undertaken and used to compare methodologies, 
establish assessment criteria or provide data relevant to the assessment; 

ii)   Key stakeholders will be interviewed to identify key issues, gather information 
relevant to the assessment, and inform them of the process; 

iii)  Data relevant to the assessment will be collected from common data sources 
(eg. Department of Land Administration), relevant reports, and field survey; 

iv)  Existing information related to people’s perception and attitudes relevant to the 
study area will be identified.  If this information is inadequate to establish criteria, 
then additional information will be sought. 

v) Prepare a map base and thematic layers. Typical layers are: 

• Landform; 

• Vegetation, remnant, structure, species; 

• Water features; 

• Roads and tracks network and class; 

• Settlement and industrial areas, including urban development and rural 
subdivisions; and 

• General tenure. 
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Step B - Classify the area into Landscape Character Units 
Relevant data will be used to identify broad patterns of environmental characteristics, 
classifying them into units or sub-units according to their relevance to human interaction 
and experience. Typically, this classification process produces a set of natural character 
units usually based on landform, vegetation, and water characteristics, and a set of land 
use units based on tenure, remnant vegetation and land use activities, including existing 
and proposed built form. 

Step C - Identify significant features 
The characteristics or features of the study area (ie site and setting) that are most 
important to the experience and enjoyment of people will be identified using relevant 
criteria or lists. The criteria used will relate to the landscape character units and will 
cover natural, rural-use environments and settlement characteristics.  They will include 
those used in the landscape study undertaken in the preparation of the Leeuwin-
Naturaliste Ridge Statement of Planning Policy (WAPC 1998 as amended) together with 
more recent refinements.  

These criteria are: 
 
Natural Characteristics 
 
Vegetation 

• Areas with distinctive variation or contrast in communities, structure or species; 

• Features - plants of impressive size, colour or form; 

 

 

Landforrn 

• High points and prominent ridge crests; 

• Steep slopes; 

• Pronounced gullies; 

• Features very flat plains or plateaux, rock outcrops, cliffs, caves and sand 
formations; 

Water 

• Major permanent or rocky, semi-permanent water features, rivers, estuaries, 
waterfalls; 

Coast  

• Indented shoreline, coves, short beaches with rock ends; and 

• Gently curved shoreline with steep natural slopes as a backdrop or very beach or 
tidal zone. 

 

Rural-Use Characteristics 
 
Texture 
 
• Areas with strongly textures patterns for at least half the year; 
 
Spatial Definition 
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• Areas where native vegetation creates a sense of spatial enclosure;  
 
• Edges of blocks of remnant vegetation adjacent to spatial definition areas; 
 
Vegetation 
 
• Features – plants of impressive size, colour or form. 

Avenue Vegetation 
 
• Remnant or introduced planting of large trees in rows with consistent density 

and, where adjacent to roads, dominant trunks and canopies to road edges on 
both sides of the road; 

Remnant Vegetation 
 
• Substantial area of paddock tree cover;  
 
• Continuous streamside vegetation strips with trees; and 
 
Water 
 
• Large dams with natural vegetation, including trees, on their edges. 
 
Settlement Characteristics 
 
Vegetation 

 
• Indigenous vegetation of a similar height or scale to the built form which is 

visually extensive;  
 

• Features – plants of impressive size, colour or form; 
 
Built Elements 

 
• Structures and/or settlement that have a: 

 
• high consistency in design vernacular between adjacent built forms or 

across settlement areas; and 
• high level of responsiveness to the natural environmental setting; and 
• high level of visual interest, particularly at a detailed scale.  

 
Local Experience 

 
• Settlements that provide a variation in view types;  
 
• Settlements that have good levels of dedicated pedestrian access; and 
 
Landmark Structures 

 
• Distinctive structures with high integrity design, unique in their setting and reflect 

aspects of their setting. 
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These criteria may be reviewed if needed to cover the types of places identified as high 
value by the community. 
 
Step D - Identify community use 
The assessment of community use will identify and map the location, type and degree of 
community use of the area. It will include spot (localised) use areas and access routes 
(air, ground, water), types of recreational and non-recreational (including tourism or 
residential) use, ground travel route physical characteristics (such as class, surface, 
markings and intended traffic type), and existing and expected volume of users. The 
assessment will also include the classification of use areas (sensitivity levels), distance 
zones from these areas, and will combine these to form sensitivity zones. These parts 
will be completed in the following steps: 

  

i) Circulation patterns will be identified for established use areas (road and track 
network and localised use areas). 

ii)  Activities for these use areas will be determined, categorised as various 
recreation uses, industrial, sightseeing/tourist, or general access. 

iii) The volume of use for the use areas will be determined. 

iv)  Use areas will be classified into sensitivity levels. The criteria for classification of 
sensitivity levels are summarised in the following table. 

  

Figure 2:  SENSITIVITY LEVELS OF USE AREAS 
 

 
Classification 

 
Type of Use – Existing or Formally Proposed 

  Non-
recreation use 
rural and 
forest roads 

Recreation and tourism Settlement 

Level 1 
High  
Sensitivity 

National & 
State 
Highways. 

Links between 
cities & major 
towns. 

Designated tourist roads.  Major 
recreation sites recognised formally or 
informally at a national or state level, 
including walking tracks and lookouts. 

Primary access to these recreation sites 
or multiple level 2 use areas. 

Travel routes or sites through or 
adjacent to scenic or historic areas with 
recognised or assess values of national 
or state importance. 

Places with 
recognised or 
assessed scenic or 
historic values of 
national or state 
importance. 

Level 2 
Moderate  
Sensitivity 

Main link roads 
between towns 
& highways 

Important but undesignated tourist and 
recreation roads.  Recreation sites of 
regional importance, including walking 
tracks and lookouts.  Primary access to 
these recreation sites or multiple level 3 
use areas.  Travel routes or sites 
through or adjacent to scenic or historic 
areas with recognised or assessed 

Places developed 
to capitalise on 
view or attractions. 
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values of regional importance. 

Level 3 
Low  
Sensitivity 

Minor link 
roads. 

Local recreation use. Residential areas 
other than Level 1 
or 2. 

Level 4 
Very Low 
Sensitivity 

Roads 
receiving local 
non-recreation 
use. 

- Industrial areas. 
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v) Distance zones will be assigned to use areas. Typical zones are: 

• foreground (fg) (O-500m); 

• middleground (mg) (500m-3km); 

• background (bg) (3-9km). 

 

vi)  Sensory characteristics will be addressed primarily through the assessment of 
views (other sensory characteristics may be described but are unlikely to be 
assessed).  General view experience will be established through field survey and 
will be described. Key views will be identified across the study area. Examples of 
these variables include: 

• Location - location along the access route (lat/long); 

• Direction of view - angle between the centreline of view and the centreline 
of the road (degrees); 

• Angle of view - field of vision (degrees); 

• Visibility of development (visible, non-visible); 

• Subject of the view; and 

• Type of view (eg panoramic, canopied, framed, focal etc.) 

   

Criteria for key views include: 

• the view is recognised through map notation or access and facilities; or 

• is a distinctive view type (eg framed view, panoramic view from a crest or high 
point etc); or 

• is at least 30 degree angle and includes a long sightline along a road tangent or 
includes a focal point, significant feature or landmark; or 

• there are clear views to an area of proposed development; or 

• the view has been highlighted by the community as important. 

  

View locations that are relevant to the assessment (including those identified by the 
community to date) include: 

• Torpedo Rocks carpark; 

• Canal Rocks area; 

• Smiths Beach - various locations; 

• Cape to Cape walking track; 

• Smiths Beach Road - opposite Chandlers; 

• Rotary lookout; 

• Smiths Beach headland carpark; 

• Lookouts on Canal Rocks Road; 

• Mount Duckworth; 

• Sugarloaf Rock; 
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• Three Bears; and 

• Surf breaks (including Smiths Beach and Yallingup). 

 
Step E - Assess the wilderness quality of the area 
Wilderness quality will be assessed in terms of ‘remoteness’ and bio-physical 
naturalness. ‘Remoteness’ will be determined based on distance from access routes, 
settlement and disturbed areas and bio-physical naturalness will be determined based 
on remnant vegetation/cleared land mapping.  These will be combined to form a simple 
composite wilderness quality map.  This assessment may reflect people’s sense of 
remoteness or level of development, (landscape character is also a reflection of this) 
keeping in mind it is a measure of actual disturbance.  
 
Step F - Prepare a composite landscape class map 
The most influential (for management purposes) of the assessment themes (component 
outcomes as described above) will be combined into a landscape classes map 
(alternatively called ‘key values map’) to facilitate assessment and planning. These 
classes will avoid reductionism, ensuring that the different types of values are explicit 
and allow easy interpretation for management purposes. It may be difficult to show all 
key values on one map and reference should be made to the individual maps as 
necessary.  

 

PART TWO - MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES AND DEVELOPMENT GUIDELINES  

 
Step G – Define  management objectives for visual aesthetic values 
Objectives will be defined for the management of values. These objectives will be 
compatible with, and encompass other relevant objectives, policies, or designations 
such as those promulgated by Council, Department of Conservation and Land 
Management, Environmental Protection Agency, and Western Australian Planning 
Commission. Key documents include (see Attachment One for relevant content): 

• The Shire of Busselton District Town Planning Scheme No. 20; 

• The Leeuwin-Naturaliste Region Plan Stage 1 Final (1988); 

• The Shire of Busselton Rural Strategy Outcomes Document (1993); 

• Statement of Planning Policy 6.1 - Leeuwin Naturaliste Ridge (1998 & 
Amendment 2003); and 

• The Department of Conservation and Land Management Policy Statement No 
34, Visual Resource Management on Lands and Waters Managed by CALM 
(1989). 

 

 

The objectives will cover the following categories of visual aesthetic value: 

• Landscape Character; 

• Significant features, including whether they are well or poorly represented (to 
be determined at an appropriate scale); 

• Access;  
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• Views; and 

• Wildnerness Quality. 

  

Step H —Apply the objectives to the site 
The methodology applies to notional development and will be predictive and active in 
the design of any development on the site. As such a visual impact assessment (ie. a 
post-design assessment of the impact of a fixed/defined development) is not appropriate 
or undertaken. Instead, the objectives are applied to the site and a design framework is 
developed for notional development that will, notwithstanding other considerations, meet 
standards for the area. 

The steps used in applying the objectives to the site are: 

• Typical elements of a notional development will be described. 

• The site will be described, particularly in terms of landform, slope and vegetation 
cover, which are variables that have substantial effect on appearance 
(sometimes called Visual Absorption Capability (VAC) variables). 

• The physical changes brought by the notional development elements will be 
described. 

• The area visually affected by any notional development on the site will be 
assessed and mapped. 

• The likely appearance of notional development from visually affected areas will 
be assessed and described, and will include VAC concepts such as visual 
magnitude, contrast and duration. Seen area mapping, photographs and 
renderings will be used in this assessment. 

• The implications of the objectives on any development of the site will be 
described. This description will define design attributes necessary to meet the 
relevant objectives and standards. 

• Development boundaries will be defined based on the values, objectives, and the 
implications of the objectives as defined in the above steps. Cross-sections and 
3D modelling and rendering will be used to establish appropriate boundaries and 
illustrate any layout options. 

• The context for undertaking further design based on the work outlined above, will 
be described. 

• Design constraints stemming from the work outlined above will be described. 

  
Step I - Prepare design guidelines 
Guidelines will be prepared that will highlight management objectives, possible 
strategies for meeting objectives, design techniques, and application to the development 
design. Layout suggestions will also be highlighted on a map of the site. These 
guidelines will ensure that any complying development will meet management objectives 
for the area, a vital consideration in any subsequent impact assessment or evaluation 
process. They will focus on:  

• Developable area (or areas; 

• The layout (including density) of development within that area(s); and 

• The design of various development elements to minimise the impact on landscape 
values. 
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These guidelines will be utilised by other consultants who may prepare additional 
guidelines as a result of more detailed site analysis and design work.  

The application of the principles of the guidelines during the resolution of alternative 
design options will also be discussed. 
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ATTACHMENT ONE 
  
Busselton Shire Council has relevant policies, designations or objectives that include: 

• The Shire of Busselton District Town Planning Scheme No. 20 designates the site 
as follows: 

• all the site is Development Investigation Area; 

• the area to the east of the ridge is Tourist Zone; 

• the eastern and southern portions of the Tourist Zone are also Additional 
Use Zone - Residential; and 

• the area to the west of the ridge is Recreation Reserve. 

• The Leeuwin-Naturaliste Region Plan Stage 1 Final (1988) provides for expansion 
of the tourist facilities at Smiths Beach. It also highlights the important aesthetic 
values of the area, referring to a user survey that rates the area amongst the ‘most 
beautiful places along the coast’ (Shire of Busselton 1988). 

• The Shire of Busselton Rural Strategy Outcomes Document (1993) has the 
following objective for Smiths Beach: 

‘to maintain the natural landscape values while enhancing recreational and tourist 
opportunities 

Associated policies include: 
‘the design and scale of the development are appropriate to the landscape  and 

environment’; 
‘the visual impact of the proposal is contained to acceptable levels’; ‘...rezoning of the land is 

supported subject to ‘building location, height, design, and materials having close regard 
for local and regional landscape values’ and…’…the western portion of the site being set 
aside for conservation purposes...’. 

• Statement of Planning Policy 6.1 - Leeuwin-Naturaliste Ridge (discussed below).  

The Department of Conservation and Land Management (CALM) manages the 
Leeuwin Naturaliste National Park, which includes much of the land adjacent to the 
coast between Capes Leeuwin and Naturaliste. The Department has a policy, 
methodology and standards for managing the visual aesthetic values on its estate and 
adjacent areas. These commitments fit within its wider charter to manage for public 
enjoyment of the park where consistent with conservation objectives. 

CALM’s policy for managing aesthetic values (CALM 1989a) has the following objective: 

• “to ensure that all land uses on lands and waters managed by CALM are 
planned and carried out in ways that sustain the beauty of the natural 
environment”. 

There are a number of policy statements in this policy. Of these, the most pertinent to 
this study are: 

4.6  locate and design roads, walk tracks, fire breaks and trails and utility 
 corridors to minimise visual impacts on areas they traverse; 

4.8  locate and design all new buildings and structures using materials and   
 colours compatible with the surrounding landscape; 

4.13  evaluate land use proposals on adjacent lands in terms of their potential impact on 
landscape values and recommend how these can be mitigated. 
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The department’s Summary of the Visual Landscape Management System (CALM 
1989b) lists objectives relating to landscape management zones. These are: 

• A Zone  - maximum retention of visual quality; 

• B Zone  - moderate retention of visual quality; and 

• C Zone  - partial retention/enhancement of visual quality.  

The site has been mapped as an A Zone. 

CALM also has a draft policy on wilderness/remote areas that endeavours ‘to restore 
and conserve the natural qualities of remote areas by: protecting them from unnatural 
disturbance, and maintaining ecological processes’. 

  
The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has a responsibility to ensure projects 
meet environment-related requirements pursuant to the Environmental Protection Act 
1986. Typical objectives for aesthetic values that the EPA applies to projects are: 

• ensure the visual amenity of the area is not significantly affected by 
implementation of the proposal; and 

• maintain and enhance the area’s ‘sense of wilderness’. 

  

The Western Australian Planning Commission (WAPC) plays a major coordinating 
role in land use planning across the State. A key Commission policy is the Statement of 
Planning Policy 6.1- Leeuwin Naturaliste Ridge Statement of Planning Policy (SPPLNR), 
prepared under Section 5AA of the Town Planning and Development Act, 1928. In this 
policy the land has a number of planning designations, including: 

• The entire site is within a Travel Route Corridor and an area with Natural 
Landscape Significance. 

• The area to the east of the ridge is a Development Investigation Area and a 
National Park Influence Area. The area including the ridge and to the west is a 
Principal Ridge Protection Area. 

Key policies relating to these designations include (WAPC 1998): 

• PS 3.2  -  Development must be responsive to local values, and be compatible 
with the natural characteristics and traditional settlement patterns of the 
area. 

• PS 3.3  -  Development will have due regard for the landscape integrity and value 
of Ridge backdrops when viewed from the coastline, bays or Travel 
Route Corridors. 

• PS 3.4  -  In areas of Natural Landscape Significance, including where they are in 
Travel Route Corridors, the significant natural characteristics will be 
protected and provide adequate development setbacks. In these areas 
 development will be screened from Travel Route Corridors except 
public recreation or safety facilities which may be seen in the 
foreground. 

• PS 3.5 - The environmental integrity and natural landscape values of the Western 
Coastal and Eastern Slopes of the Leeuwin-Naturaliste Ridge as 
identified in Figure 4 of the SPPLNR and near-shore waters will be 
given high priority in land use decisions. 
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• PS 3.8  -  Where the LNRSPP identifies development opportunities on the Ridge, 
such development will: 

�       maintain the natural character where this exists; 

• utilise sites of least visual impact; 

• conform with a sustainable bushfire plan; 

• maintain the values of adjacent conservation reserves; and 

• avoid the steeper and higher slopes. 
• LUS 1.21 - Proposed development at Smiths Beach will reinforce the primary 

tourism function of the site and must not compromise the landscape 
values of the area. 

• LUS 3.1 -  In Principal Ridge Protection Areas, protection of conservation and 
landscape values will be paramount. Only land uses compatible with 
these values will be permitted. 

• LUS 3.17 -In National Park Influence Areas: 

• Remnant vegetation should be retained where possible, other 
than for approved building envelopes, access and services. 

• Landowners should recognise potential impacts upon the values 
and management of the National Park. 

These agencies may also have regard for the area’s National Estate status in decision 
making. 
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Appendix 2 
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ABN 29 161 884 389 
 
 

To: Neill Stevens, Malcolm Mackay From: John Cleary 

At:  Our Ref: SmithsBB 

Via: email No. Pages: 1+ 

Date: 2 April 2005 

Subject: Smiths Beach Lot 413 - Design and 3D modelling 
 

 
Neill, Malcolm 
Following our recent two sessions reviewing the latest design and modelling, I have 
prepared some notes that summarise my comments on the draft development design 
for Smiths Beach Lot 413.  These notes follow my previous notes and are below: 
General comments: 
• I previously made comments about creating a unique ‘Smiths Beach’ character, 

because it is good design approach, and will help get acceptance regardless of 
compliance.  Malcolm has informs me that there will be a strong emphasis on natural 
materials to help create this.  This will certainly help.  It is difficult to show this explicitly 
with the textures in the modelling and additional mediums may be required to 
reinforce this point (eg. ‘materials boards’). 
There is a real risk with the modelling that the relatively high density will create a 
perception of ‘East Perth’ or Subi Centro’ at Smiths Beach.  While there are very good 
arguments for higher densities, it also very important to ensure that the design is 
‘Smiths Beach’ and ‘coastal holiday’.  This is not to say that we should try and 
duplicate something that has been done in the past.  Natural materials will help, 
provided they do not contrast highly with natural features (eg. cut limestone can be 
highly visible from long distances).  As an example, weathered timber siding or 
weatherboards seem to be generally accepted as a coastal holiday material. In 
recent times, corrugated Colorbond metal has also had high levels of acceptance 
as a wall cladding in similar situations. 
In addition to materials, the building forms should reflect this approach.  We 
discussed creating a sense of ‘outdoor/indoor’ spaces that reflect the coastal 
holiday nature of the place.  This can be much more than adding balconies to the 
main building forms.  Outdoor spaces can be integrated into the main building forms 
through the use of consistent roof forms (over the main building and outdoor 
spaces/balconies) and using low walls rather then ballustrading. 
Large, flat walls should be avoided.  Parapets walls and walls as on the ‘butterfly’ 
roofed buildings in the modelling suffer from large flat walls.  I appreciate that the 
modelling so far has focussed on general configurations and that specific building 
designs are notional, but it is likely that with the level of realism in the representations 
of the development, that people will view the example buildings in a literal way, 
suggesting that the final representations should avoid undesirable elements (such as 
the wall example given above).  As mentioned previously, generous eaves will help. 
I understand that the development will be largely strata title, which will provide the 
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opportunity to create unique road designs.  Narrow roads, flat kerbs and coloured 
aggregate (or paving) are recommended. 

• The vegetation that has been added to the site improves the appearance of the 
modelling.  More detail in the vegetation would be useful for increasing realism and 
depicting screening qualities. This may include the key species for each ecosystem.  
This may apply more to the areas beyond the site then within the site. 

• As mentioned before, I think the trade-off on the ridge needs to be more explicit if it 
is going to be ‘sold’ to the decision-makers.  In other words, if the development is 
going to rise up on the ridge in the south, then it should clearly show that it is not in 
the north, assuming we are going with a ‘trade-off’ approach.  In other words the 
vegetated ridge backdrop should be clearly visible in the north when viewed from 
the beach to help ‘sell’ moving up the ridge in the north. 

Specific comments (generally moving from right to left as viewed from the beach): 
• The two buildings that appear to be closest to the point (ie. right hand side) should 

be removed.  These have a high landscape impact for relatively little gain in the 
development.  It can be argued that the point area will be largely protected if these 
buildings are absent. 

• The ‘beach club’ appears to be about 1.5 storeys too high.  Lowering the height will 
allow an argument that views to the ridge beyond have been protected.  Any 
buildings behind (ie. to the south-west) should also comply with this objective. 

• The roof of ‘Cape Spur Lodge’ appears to be a bit monolithic.  Breaking the roof up 
into a cluster of smaller forms will helps reduce contrast and visibility. 

• There needs to be some ‘breaking up’ of the repetition of the apartments to the left 
hand side of the open space.  The repetition increases the contrast (ie. less natural) 
and appears more urban in character. 

• Greater advantage can be made of the open space.  Planting along the front edge 
(north side) will create a perception of a large green triangle.  The planting design 
should allow views underneath canopy from the open space to the sea. 

• The brown roofed buildings the rear and left hand side of the open space appear to 
need dropping one storey.  The 2.5 storey buildings near the roundabout also appear 
to need the same treatment.  The single story buildings behind may need to be 
pulled forward. 

• Further to the left, there is an ascending row of buildings that needs ‘breaking up’ of 
the repetition (axis obvious on the plan). 

• There are no obvious problems with the appearance of the central part of the 
development, except that the double storey deign of the buildings is too obvious in 
some/many cases.  This can be reduced by ensuring that there is design variation 
between the upper and low storeys, particularly in terms of the degree of projection 
of the face elements. 

• The buildings on the left hand side appear to have walls that are large and bland 
(parapet?).  The buildings behind these appear as ‘big boxes’.  My comments above 
apply to these buildings. 

I hope this summary of comments helps.  Let me know if you require any clarification. 
 
Regards 
John Cleary 
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Appendix 3 
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Smiths Beach visual/landscape methodology 
Design response to the issues raised in the John Cleary review 

Prepared by: 
 Malcolm Mackay (mackay ubrbandesign) and Howard Mitchell (EPCAD) 

 
1. Provide an adequate development setback from Smiths Beach Road that 

recognises the most easily achieved gains in reducing the magnitude of foreground 
buildings, according to the distance-magnitude relationship.  This provision will also 
increase the dominance of foreground vegetation.  Typically, for 2 storey buildings 
this should be twice the setback provide for 1 storey, all other factors being equal. 

 
Design response: 
The proposed building setback to Smiths Beach road is a minimum of 15 
metres, increasing to 18 metres at the northern end of the Smiths Beach 
Road. This setback is more than double the setback that would apply to 
residential development of a similar density. The combination of the setback, 
the falling away if the slope from the road, and the retention of the existing 
verge-side vegetation all reduce the magnitude of the foreground buildings 
when viewed from Smiths Beach Road. In addition the proposals include 
significant additional planting of local indigenous species supplementing 
retained vegetation within this area as an integral component of the design. 
The establishment of new vegetation and the retention of existing specimens 
further reduces the magnitude of the foreground buildings. It should be 
noted that the modified growing conditions created by the buildings will in 
turn create sheltered zones that will allow new planting to attain heights that 
will directly relate to building height.  

Conclusion: 
This recommendation has been met through the design of the development. 
Further action may include a two-storey 8-metre height limit on the buildings 
adjacent to Smiths Beach Road as an additional safeguard. 

 
2. Provide a reasonable level of visual permeability between the buildings adjoining 

Smiths Beach Road to help ensure that some views are maintained to the ridges 
beyond. 

 
Design response: 
The proposed design leaves gaps between the buildings adjacent to Smiths 
beach Road of between 75 metres and 15 metres which helps to ensure that 
some views are maintained to the ridges beyond. However, what views are 
available will also be subject to the density of the existing and proposed 
vegetation cover. 

 
Conclusion: 
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This recommendation has been met through the design of the development. 
No further action is required. 

 

3. Ensure that building heights close to the ridge in the western side of the block 
allow the ridge to be seen from key view locations.  Notional boundaries, based on 
seen area mapping, cross sections, and 3D modelling, are provided in Figure 2 
below.  If there is to be development beyond these boundaries it should preferably 
be on the ridge in the south west rather than in the north-west, to minimise the effect 
on landscape values. These boundaries are based on a principle that the people on 
the north-eastern half of the beach should be able to clearly see over the 
development to the vegetation and outcrop features on the ridge to the west.  
Greater effects must be accepted for locations closer to the development. 

 

Design response: 
This recommendation is at odds with the others in that it incorporates an 
illustration which could be misconstrued as a limitations map even though it 
is only referred to as notional. This potential perception is reinforced by the 
reference in the recommendation to the lines on the map as boundaries – 
implying that they are limits and shouldn’t be crossed. It is our understanding 
also that the diagram has been generated from topographic information 
without vegetation being an ameliorative element. 

The recommendation contains, in both the text and the diagram, a number 
of stated and implied principles. These are: 

• Buildings should be designed and located to allow the western 
ridge to be seen from key view locations, but specifically from the north-
eastern portion of the beach. 

• Higher buildings (two storeys or more) should be located within the 
body of the site or on the lower part of the site. Single storey buildings, on 
the other hand, can be located closer to the more sensitive edges of 
the site. 

• Buildings may be located further west towards the ridge but, in 
such cases, the design of the buildings needs to be even more low-key 
and visually unobtrusive. 

• Buildings may be located closer to the western ridge but, if so, they 
should be located either on the higher south-western portion of the site 
where the topography and vegetation behind is more forgiving, or at 
the northern end towards the coastline where buildings can be more 
readily tucked below the ridgeline. 

• An acknowledgement that from closer viewpoints (such as further 
south on the beach) buildings will be seen more clearly and may 
obscure the ridgeline.  

 
 
Conclusion: 
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The diagram in Figure 2 should either be deleted and the recommendation 
expressed as text only, or it should be represented in a different graphical 
form such as a graduated tone.  

The diagram at present is of little value other than an explanation of general 
principles because the ‘boundary’ lines would vary over time as vegetation 
grows, vary subject to modelling interpretation, vary according to different 
floor to floor heights and roof forms, and vary according to the way buildings 
are placed in the ground. In other words, whilst the diagram is static, the real 
world is far more dynamic. What’s more, the diagram is open to 
interpretation to others as a series of absolute limits rather than an expression 
of general principles. 

If used, the diagram would be better shown as graduated tone so that there 
is no specific line, and the diagram should be clearly labelled as indicative 
only.   

Notwithstanding the issue of the presentation of the recommendation, 
whether as text or a diagram, the intent of this recommendation will be met 
through the design of the development and reinforced through the text in 
the Development Guide Plan. For example:  

• Height restrictions will be placed on all building in the western portion of 
the site 

• The DGP will state that no permanent buildings shall break the ridgeline 
when viewed from the agreed beach view location 

• The two larger resort elements have been placed at the northern and 
southern ends of the western portion of the site where the topography is 
more forgiving. 

• The buildings shown on the DGP have been extensively modelled to 
ensure that they won’t break the ridgeline when viewed from the 
agreed viewing point on the beach, with the exception of the Capespur 
lodge. This will be redesigned and remodelled to reduce the height of 
the roof so that it doesn’t break the ridgeline from the north-eastern part 
of the beach 

 

4. Provide development setbacks at the point of approach to the development 
area, to minimise harsh corners to the development. 

 
Design response: 
The proposed development setback from the south-easternmost corner of 
the development (the approach corner of the development) is 35 metres 
with significant vegetation cover and has a fall away from the corner of 
approximately 5 metres in the setback area.  This is almost certain to be 
perceived as a ‘soft’ corner as, under these conditions, the nearest building 
is unlikely to be seen at all from the approach corner. 

 

 

Conclusion: 
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This recommendation has been met through the design of the development. 
Further action may include a single-storey height limit on the south-
easternmost building in as an additional safeguard. 

 

5. Provide substantial vegetation corridors through the site that visually links the site, 
existing development, and adjacent use areas with the natural area to the south.  
Ensure that this corridor is recognisable from more distant view locations (such as 
Torpedo Rocks).  Apart from pedestrian access, development should be excluded 
from this corridor. 

 
Design response: 
Five vegetation corridors have been provided through the site. The 
vegetation corridors vary in width from 105 metres to 8 metres with a typical 
width of around 20 metres. The corridors are aligned where practical to 
retain stands of visually significant vegetation. From the 3D modelling 
undertaken, the corridors are visible in distant views including from Torpedo 
Rocks car park. There is no development in the vegetation corridors other 
than pathways and water-sensitive urban design stormwater management 
elements. 

Conclusion: 
This recommendation has been met through the design of the development. 
No further action is required. 
 

6. Minimise the number of entry roads that connect to Smiths Beach Road.  A 
maximum of two should be provided along each section (ie. the north-south and 
east-west sections) of Smiths Beach Road. 

 
Design response: 
As suggested by the recommendation, the proposed design provides four 
entry points along the whole length of Smiths Beach road (three being entry 
roads, one being a driveway to a car park). However, in the face of 
community concern about maintaining a high level of pedestrian amenity in 
the vicinity of the foreshore, the entry roads have been restricted to only the 
north-south section of Smiths Beach Road. The location of entries here 
however, retains and creates views as required under recommendation 2. 

Conclusion: 
This recommendation has been met through the design of the development. 
No further action is required. 

 
7. Entry roads on the eastern side of the site should curve away from the sightlines 

that will be created by the initial portions of these roads, thereby avoiding extensive 
views of road pavement and allowing views to the easterly slopes in the centre of 
the site.  This also applies to the road within the road reserve to the south of the site. 

 
Design response: 
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The three entry roads on the eastern side have all been designed to minimise 
extensive views along road pavement. The southernmost entry road utilises a 
landscape splitter island at the eastern end to foil the view of the roadway. 
This is because the road utilises an existing road reserve which is straight. The 
road veers away from the road reserve further west as the topography rises 
to avoid the road being visually prominent on the rising easterly slope.  

The middle entry road curves away from the line of sight down the slope. By 
curving down the slope the prominence of the roadway is reduced.  

The northernmost entry road to the site has been relocated further south and 
now also curves away down the slope.  

The fourth entry point falls rapidly downhill to an undercroft parking area in 
the latest version of the design and, therefore, has little network or visual 
significance. 
Conclusion: 
This recommendation has been met through the design of the development.   
No further action is required although it may be possible to create minor 
variations in the horizontal alignment of the southernmost road carriageway 
within the road reserve, dependant on services alignments and local 
authority standards. 
 

8. An entry road should be provided at the location of the key view on Smiths 
Beach Road that looks west across the site.  The corridor for the initial portion of this 
road should be generous (40-60m width) to maintain existing views and to retain the 
dominance of existing vegetation. 

 
Design response: 
In response to this recommendation, the  plan has been amended to 
relocate the northern entry road to a point approximately 25 metres south of 
the entry to the ‘Chandlers’ development which corresponds as close as 
practicable to the identified key viewpoint.  

The initial portion of the view corridor is approximately 35 metres wide, and 
widens out quickly to over 100m wide at an area open space immediately 
within the development. The location, width and configuration of the view 
corridor are sufficient to maintain views across the development to the 
easterly facing slopes of the ridge to the west.  

Conclusion: 
 The intent of this recommendation has been met through the design of the 
development by relocating one of the entry roads, even though the width of 
the initial portion of the corridor is marginally less than suggested. No further 
action is required. 

 

9. Vehicle access to buildings and parking should be hidden from the main roads, 
particularly Smiths Beach Road.  For this reason, and to improve fire protection, a 
road should be provided on the uphill side of the north-west portion of the 
development. 
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Design response: 
As a rule, no vehicle driveways have been provided from either Smiths 
Beach Road or the main entry road running along the southern border of the 
development. The only exceptions to the rule are the vehicular access points 
to the backpackers lodge and the resort to the west of the new entry road 
off these roads.  

Design guidelines for the development stipulate that vehicle parking and 
garaging should be located out of direct sight of roadways.  

The new road doubles as a fire break to the south of the development and 
to the west of the main development area. 

It is impractical to locate the new road on the uphill side of the resort 
component for two reasons outlined below, so, instead, it has been located 
at the western and north-western extremity of the non-resort development.  

Locating the new road on the uphill north-western side of the entire 
development would conflict with two other design objectives. Firstly, it would 
divorce the resort component from the western conservation area on which 
it is dependant for a quality experiential setting. Secondly, placing the road 
on the uphill north-western side of the entire development would encourage 
random pedestrian incursion into the sensitive GH4 vegetation area, which, 
on CALM’s advice, would be highly undesirable from a conservation point of 
view. 

Conclusion: 
This recommendation has been met through the design of the development 
as far is practicable without detriment to other important objectives. No 
further action is required. 

 

10. The emphasis for vegetation retention should be on the areas where it will have 
maximum effect (high use areas, particularly roads and pedestrian access).  For this 
reason, road reserves or corridors should be generous but road pavements narrow. 

 
Design response: 
The design has deliberately sought to increase the setbacks (and, hence, 
the vegetated landscape setting) on the two main entry roads where the 
most movement can be expected. The setback on Smiths Beach Road 
varies generously from 15m to 18m, whilst the setback on the main entry 
road is an extremely generous 30m.   

Within the development, a strata-titled approach has enabled road 
pavements to be created that are narrower than is normally permissible 
under local authority jurisdiction.  Furthermore, the design groups buildings 
around shared driveways wherever possible to ensure that a higher 
proportion of the roads within the development are bordered by vegetation 
rather than numerous individual driveways.  

Conclusion: 
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This recommendation has been met through the design of the development.   
No further action is required. 

 
11. As a general principle, avoid aligning roads and firebreaks with key sightlines. An 

exception may be the view from near “Chandlers’ on Smiths Beach Road where a 
road xix can maintain existing views to the ridge and the point to the west. 

 
Design response: 
As a rule the design utilises roadways as firebreaks within the development 
rather than creating additional firebreaks. Furthermore, these roads are 
curvilinear and designed to follow the natural contours wherever possible 
and to meander up slopes.  As a consequence, none of the roads align with 
key sightlines, other than the northernmost entry road off Smiths Beach Road 
which in the updated version of the plan deliberately doubles as a view 
corridor as per recommendation number 7.  

Conclusion: 
This recommendation has been met through the design of the development.  
No further action is required. 

 

12. Avoid aligning the position of adjacent buildings with sightlines from key view 
locations. 

 
Design response: 
The scale and location of buildings adjacent to the main movement paths 
have been determined to avoid undue impact on key viewpoints from those 
movement paths.  Whilst the backpackers’ lodge was deemed to be too 
large a building too close to the view along the northernmost entry road off 
Smiths Beach Road, the subsequent relocation of the road further north and 
the reduction in size of the backpackers lodge will overcome this concern.  

Conclusion: 
This recommendation has been met through the design of the development, 
the redesign of the backpackers’ lodge and the subsequent relocation of 
one of the entry roads. No further action is required. 

 

13. Keep the visual magnitude and contrast of built elements low as seen from 
critical view locations. 

Buildings 

a) adopt low profile roof forms (some curved roofs are encouraged); 

b) use small roof planes; 

c) use dark, de-saturated colours for roofs; 

d) ensure that roofs have generous eaves that provide substantial shading of walls; 

e) avoid large, plain, light-coloured wall surfaces; 

f) ensure that bright colours are restricted to small areas (such as trim); 
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g) present the smallest face to use areas; 

h) avoid antennae and chimneys protruding beyond the roof forms; 

Setbacks  

i) provide generous setbacks between roads and lots and include appropriate 
planting within these setbacks; 

j) provide increased setbacks at the approaches to development areas; 

Vegetation/Planting 

k) ensure that existing vegetation, especially indigenous vegetation, is integrated 
into the development design, keeping in mind fire management requirements; 

l) provide additional planting to soften the hard forms of buildings, particularly on 
the sides of buildings that face key view locations. 

 

Design response: 
The design guidelines associated with the development will ensure that all of 
the items listed a) to h) above will be incorporated into the designs of the 
buildings other than item g).   

Item g) potentially conflicts with the desire to encourage the long axis of 
buildings to follow the natural contours wherever possible to minimise 
environmental disturbance.  However, the intent of item g) will be addressed 
by ensuring that large walls planes are broken up into smaller projecting and 
recessing element.  

The setbacks to the development vary generously from 15m to 30 m on the 
main approach roads entry roads which are a significant increase on the 
setbacks within the development. 

A landscape plan will ensure that both verges and setback areas will be 
planted appropriately with reference to an approved species list.  

The design guidelines for the development and the landscape master plan 
will ensure that indigenous planting is used and will provide advice in respect 
to fire management.  

The landscape master plan will identify the need for an appropriate planting 
strategy to minimise the impact of built form on views from key viewing 
locations.  

The DGP presently illustrates a landscape approach that addresses items K 
and L. The new landscape will use indigenous species however the new 
microclimates created by built form will allow a greater use of tree species 
than is presently represented on site. The scale and mass of these species will 
significantly “soften” the built form after establishment.  

The PLANTING STRATEGY: SMITHS BEACH SUSSEX LOCATION 413 Report, 
August 2005, describes the landscape approach that pursues objectives for 
the development, that the proposals: 

 

• be visually integrated into the broader landscape when viewed from the 
beach and publicly accessible areas 
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• not introduce vegetation that will compromise the indigenous 
environment 

• enhance the poorer areas of existing vegetation 

• establish a strong and viable landscape setting across the whole subject 
site 

• retain all existing mature vegetation wherever practical 

 

Conclusion: 
This recommendation has been met, as far as it can be through the planning 
of the development.  The recommendations will be more fully addressed in 
the drafting of the design guidelines and the landscape master plan. 

 
 
 
 April 2006 
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Appendix 5 
 
 

See attached disk 
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Appendix 6 
 
 

See attached disk 
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Appendix 7 
 

Statement of Planning Policy No 2 Section 5.9 
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Appendix 8 
 

View Locations and Viewshed Illustrations 
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The following illustrations assume the following: 

I. Computer Simulations including vegetation have utilised actual 

photographs of coastal vegetation growing in similar areas from Yallingup, 

Smiths Beach, Gnarabup, Injidup and Gracetown. 

 

II. Plant material , including mitigating planting and rehabilitation, has been 

shown at an estimated 10-15 year establishment period. 

 

III.  A development coverage of 85% after 15 years. 

 

 

 

 

The 3D pictures and animations contained in Appendix 6 and Appendix 8 were created 

by Mapability using a program called '3DS Max' (by Autodesk). Third party plugins to 

3DS Max were also used, including Wavgen, Dreamscape and V-Ray. 

 

Elevation data (in xyz ASCII format) was supplied by McMullen Nolan. 

Aerial photography (in .ECW format) was supplied by McMullen Nolan. 

Cadastral and Building data (in various CAD and 3ds formats) were supplied by EPCAD. 

Reference pictures for plants, environments and buildings were supplied by EPCAD. 

 

Textures and materials used in the 3D environment were created by Mapability from 

these reference pictures and under guidance and instruction from EPCAD. 

 

 
 
 



Key View No 1
Torpedo Rocks Carpark

ZVI illustrating Theoretically Visible Topography  
Excludes existing vegetation onsite.

Green Section Lines - Area within view
Red Section Lines - Area not in view

ZVI illustrating Theoretically Visible Topography
with Built Form in place
Built form modeled in compliance with Development 
Guide Plan
Excludes existing vegetation onsite.

Photo of Existing Site from Torpedo Rocks 
Carpark

Computer Simulation of view with built form 
complying with Development Guide Plan

EPCAD



Key View No 2
Canal Rocks 

ZVI illustrating Theoretically Visible Topography  
Excludes existing vegetation onsite.

Green Section Lines - Area within view
Red Section Lines - Area not in view

ZVI illustrating Theoretically Visible Topography
with Built Form in place
Built form modeled in compliance with Development 
Guide Plan
Excludes existing vegetation onsite.

Photo of Existing Site from Canal Rocks 

Computer Simulation of view with built form 
complying with Development Guide Plan
Digital Terrain Model only, excludes vegetation

EPCAD



Key View No 3a
Smiths Beach West
(Settlement Beach) 

ZVI illustrating Theoretically Visible Topography  
Excludes existing vegetation onsite.

Green Section Lines - Area within view
Red Section Lines - Area not in view

ZVI illustrating Theoretically Visible Topography
with Built Form in place
Built form modeled in compliance with Development 
Guide Plan
Excludes existing vegetation onsite.

Photo of Existing Site from Smith Beach West

Computer Simulation of view with built form 
complying with Development Guide Plan
Refer Appendix 6 for additional views

EPCAD

Note: Settlement Beach is not a specific viewing 
location in the agreed methodology



Key View No 3b
Smiths Beach East No1

ZVI illustrating Theoretically Visible Topography  
Excludes existing vegetation onsite.

Green Section Lines - Area within view
Red Section Lines - Area not in view

ZVI illustrating Theoretically Visible Topography
with Built Form in place
Built form modeled in compliance with Development 
Guide Plan
Excludes existing vegetation onsite.

Photo of Existing Site from Smith Beach East 
No 1

Computer Simulation of view with built form 
complying with Development Guide Plan
Refer Appendix 6 for additional views

EPCAD



Key View No 3c
Smiths Beach East No2

ZVI illustrating Theoretically Visible Topography  
Excludes existing vegetation onsite.

Green Section Lines - Area within view
Red Section Lines - Area not in view

ZVI illustrating Theoretically Visible Topography
with Built Form in place
Built form modeled in compliance with Development 
Guide Plan
Excludes existing vegetation onsite.

Photo of Existing Site from Smith Beach East 
No 3

Computer Simulation of view with built form 
complying with Development Guide Plan
Refer Appendix 6 for additional views

EPCAD



Key View No 4a
Cape to Cape Walking Track
(West of Headland)

ZVI illustrating Theoretically Visible Topography  
Excludes existing vegetation onsite.

Green Section Lines - Area within view
Red Section Lines - Area not in view

ZVI illustrating Theoretically Visible Topography
with Built Form in place
Built form modeled in compliance with Development 
Guide Plan
Excludes existing vegetation onsite.

Photo of Existing Site from Cape to Cape 
Walking Track

Computer Simulation of view with built form 
complying with Development Guide Plan
Refer Appendix 6 for additional views

EPCAD



Key View No 4b
Cape to Cape Walking Track
(West of Headland)

ZVI illustrating Theoretically Visible Topography  
Excludes existing vegetation onsite.

Green Section Lines - Area within view
Red Section Lines - Area not in view

ZVI illustrating Theoretically Visible Topography
with Built Form in place
Built form modeled in compliance with Development 
Guide Plan
Excludes existing vegetation onsite.

Photo of Existing Site from Cape to Cape 
Walking Track

Computer Simulation of view with built form 
complying with Development Guide Plan
Refer Appendix 6 for additional views

EPCAD



Key View No 5
Smiths Beach Road
(Opposite Chandlers)

ZVI illustrating Theoretically Visible Topography  
Excludes existing vegetation onsite.

Green Section Lines - Area within view
Red Section Lines - Area not in view

ZVI illustrating Theoretically Visible Topography
with Built Form in place
Built form modeled in compliance with Development 
Guide Plan
Excludes existing vegetation onsite.

Photo of Existing Site from Smiths Beach Road 
(opposite Chandlers)

Computer Simulation of view with built form 
complying with Development Guide Plan
Refer Appendix 6 for additional views

EPCAD



Key View No 6
Rotary Lookout

ZVI illustrating Theoretically Visible Topography  
Excludes existing vegetation onsite.

Green Section Lines - Area within view
Red Section Lines - Area not in view

ZVI illustrating Theoretically Visible Topography
with Built Form in place
Built form modeled in compliance with Development 
Guide Plan
Excludes existing vegetation onsite.

Photo of Existing Site from Rotary Lookout

Computer Simulation of view with built form 
complying with Development Guide Plan

EPCAD



Key View No 7
Smiths Beach Headland Carpark

ZVI illustrating Theoretically Visible Topography  
Excludes existing vegetation onsite.

Green Section Lines - Area within view
Red Section Lines - Area not in view

ZVI illustrating Theoretically Visible Topography
with Built Form in place
Built form modeled in compliance with Development 
Guide Plan
Excludes existing vegetation onsite.

Photo of Existing Site from Smiths Beach 
Headland Carpark

Computer Simulation of view with built form 
complying with Development Guide Plan

EPCAD



Key View No 8
Canal Rocks Road

ZVI illustrating Theoretically Visible Topography  
Excludes existing vegetation onsite.

Green Section Lines - Area within view
Red Section Lines - Area not in view

ZVI illustrating Theoretically Visible Topography
with Built Form in place
Built form modeled in compliance with Development 
Guide Plan
Excludes existing vegetation onsite.

Photo of Existing Site from Canal Rocks Road

Computer Simulation of view with built form 
complying with Development Guide Plan

EPCAD



Key View No 9
Mount Duckworth

ZVI illustrating Theoretically Visible Topography  
Excludes existing vegetation onsite.

Green Section Lines - Area within view
Red Section Lines - Area not in view

ZVI illustrating Theoretically Visible Topography
with Built Form in place
Built form modeled in compliance with Development 
Guide Plan
Excludes existing vegetation onsite.

Photo of Existing Site from Mount Duckworth
View obscured by existing vegetation from this 
viewpoint.

Computer Simulation of view with built form 
complying with Development Guide Plan
Digital Terrain Model only, excludes vegetation

EPCAD



Key View No 10
Sugarloaf Rock

Photo of Existing Site from Sugarloaf Rock
At this distance no anticipated change to view

Note:
The following information is unavailable as this 
location falls outside of the available Digital Terrain 
Model. View distance is in excess of 8km.
- Computer Simulation of view with built form 
complying with Development Guide Plan
- ZVI illustrating Theoretically Visible Built Form

EPCAD



Key View No 11
Three Bears

ZVI illustrating Theoretically Visible Topography  
Excludes existing vegetation onsite.

Green Section Lines - Area within view
Red Section Lines - Area not in view

ZVI illustrating Theoretically Visible Topography
with Built Form in place
Built form modeled in compliance with Development 
Guide Plan
Excludes existing vegetation onsite.

Photo of Existing Site from Three Bears

Computer Simulation of view with built form 
complying with Development Guide Plan
Digital Terrain Model only, excludes vegetation

EPCAD



Key View No 12a
Yallingup Carpark

ZVI illustrating Theoretically Visible Topography  
Excludes existing vegetation onsite.

Green Section Lines - Area within view
Red Section Lines - Area not in view

ZVI illustrating Theoretically Visible Topography
with Built Form in place
Built form modeled in compliance with Development 
Guide Plan
Excludes existing vegetation onsite.

Photo of Existing Site from Yallingup Carpark
No anticipated change to view from this location.

EPCAD

Note: Yallingup Carpark is not a specific viewing 
location in the agreed methodologies.



Key View No 12b
Yallingup Surfbreak

ZVI illustrating Theoretically Visible Topography  
Excludes existing vegetation onsite.

Green Section Lines - Area within view
Red Section Lines - Area not in view

ZVI illustrating Theoretically Visible Topography
with Built Form in place
Built form modeled in compliance with Development 
Guide Plan
Excludes existing vegetation onsite.

Computer Simulation of view with built form 
complying with Development Guide Plan
Digital Terrain Model, excludes vegetation
Note: Analysis determined using median swell 
calculation from this point

EPCAD



Key View No 12c
Smiths Beach Surfbreak
(Supertubes South)

ZVI illustrating Theoretically Visible Topography  
Excludes existing vegetation onsite.

Green Section Lines - Area within view
Red Section Lines - Area not in view

ZVI illustrating Theoretically Visible Topography
with Built Form in place
Built form modeled in compliance with Development 
Guide Plan
Excludes existing vegetation onsite.

Computer Simulation of view with built form 
complying with Development Guide Plan
Digital Terrain Model
Note: Analysis determined using median swell 
calculation from this point

EPCAD
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Appendix 9 
 

Illustrative Detail Sections 
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